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Greetings readers and welcome to issue Number 99 of the 
Shearing magazine. When Last Side Publishing took over 
the ownership and production responsibilities in August 
2002, our first effort was Number 49. Due to changes in 
printer, rushed deadlines and a variety of other excuses 
(including some inexperience on the part of the editor), 
that edition left us somewhat disappointed with the result.

We managed to raise our game for the 50th, ‘Golden 
Jubilee’ edition featuring Dion Morrell on the cover (he’d 
just won the New Zealand Merino Shears title at Alexandra 
for the third time) and with new style masthead. Apart 
from the change from newsprint to ‘glossy paper’ that 
came a bit later (November 2004), the magazine hasn’t 
changed its format very much.

I wrote in the 50th edition editorial that ‘one of the main 
reasons this magazine exists and survives is because the 
people of our industry have stories and achievements that 
deserve to be told and highlighted. It was probably remiss 
of me back then not to acknowledge the importance of 
the long and loyal advertiser support, without which the 
magazine would not exist at all.

I skim through that 50th edition and note advertisements 
from the New Zealand Shearing Contractors’ Association, 
Forde Shearing, Adrian Cox Shearing, Bruce Rogers, 
Heiniger, Ewenique Shearing, Mahony Shearing, Michelle 
Shearing, Peter Lyon Shearing, Acto Agriculture, Ace 
Shearing Gear, Te Whata Shearing, McConachie Shearing, 
Jeff Dorset Shearing, Te Anau Shearing, Ron Davis 
Shearing, Paewai Mullins, Motu Tua (now Tararua) as well 
as others like Integrity Shearing, Poverty Bay Shearing and 
Robinson Shearing who have been in for most of that time.

Our sincere thanks to all those named and to the others 
who have become more recent ‘financial supporters’ (for 
that’s what you are!) of the magazine.

So that was the past. We must now look forward a few 
months and plan something special for Number 100. Your 
suggestions and contributions will be welcomed as always.

Meantime, congratulations to the New Zealand Shearing 
Championships Committee: a Saturday night programme 
without any ‘comedians’ or other entertainers to prolong the 
agony. Their only concession, recorded music interludes to 
fill the five minute gaps between events. Perfect.

See you in August. Take care out there.

Ka kite ano
Des Williams (editor)
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We stock parts and accessories to fit most shearing brands

Inner Flexis - made to order                  $100 each
Outer Flexis 1.5m 1.8m and 2m           $100 each
Comb Screws fit Sunbeam/Beiyuan/Lister/Heiniger  from  $11   each
Handpiece Cogs                   $50   pair
Pendulum - duel (comb and cutter also available)         $120 each
Handpiece Repair Kits  Handpiece Repair Kits               minor from  $50   each 
                        major from  $95   each
As well as Grinders, Dagging Plants, and much more......

PH: 0800 837 300 TXT: 027-5454549
www.BatemanShearingSupplies.com

Prices and availability are subject to change without notice, prices include GST, free postage excludes freight and oversized, heavy items. 

Only need a couple of things? Just want to try something new? No Problem!
There are no minimum orders 

Free delivery for standard courier orders*, including to RD addresses. 

Contact us today!

Handpieces
starting from 

$380 
parts also available

Quality gear, Bargain prices, Great service

DAVE BATEMAN
shearing supplies

All Cutters $4.90 each
ONLY $49 PER BOX
   Choose from: 
-  AA or  BB shape
-  Full thickness or ground 
-  Standard or Wide throw

BB

AA

13 Tooth combs
$22 each 

9 Tooth combs
$23 each

Cover combs
$25 each

Convex combs
$20 each
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DAVIS SHEARING 
CONTRACTING

Covering Otago, Southland and further afield 
from our bases at Gore, Milton and Balclutha

Shearers and shedhands - we provide excellent 
accommodation and living conditions, clean 

sheep, great sheds, steady work.

We focus on providing top quality shearing and 
wool preparation service for our many clients in 
a competitive but relaxed working atmosphere

Farmers - we have the crew to meet your needs - 
when you want it, how you want it.

Ring Jason - tel 03 418 0824.  
E-mail shara.jason@xtra.co.nz

Our cover image shows a Mackintosh shearing gang at 
Paparata Station, on the Forgotten Highway between 
Taumarunui and Stratford, via Whangamomona! The crew 
had large numbers to shear but still found a couple of minutes 
to stop for the photo. (We didn’t even promise to put it on the 
cover!) We also captured some of the in-shed action. Above: 
James Broyan shearing and Christopher Thurston pressing. 

Above: It says dags, Hemi, dags! Not dogs! Obviously some 
confusion at Paparata Station. Although Bert Van den Bosch 

(Mackintosh Shearing, below) seems to know what he’s doing.
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Education update:
After some agonising months of uncertainty, the recent 
announcement that the Southland Institute of Technology at 
Invercargill is coming on board to secure for the immediate 
future the continuation of the current wool course previously 
hosted by Lincoln, Telford and Tarahahi, has been a huge 
relief for the industry. 

None more so than to those 30 students in the middle of 
their study, thus enabling them to complete the course. Also 
very encouraging, despite all the uncertainty, is that a similar 
number have enrolled for the new 2019 intake.  

Bruce Abbott and Allan Frazer have been very proactive 
on NZWCA’s behalf, travelling to many meetings around 
the country to ensure the continuation of wool education 
courses (including wool harvesting), culminating in a recent 
meeting with the Education Minister, Hon Chris Hipkins at 
Telford. Many thanks must go to them for their commitment 
and tenacity, which must have surely seemed at times to have 
been a futile undertaking!

Scholarships:
More on the good news front. After some lobbying from 
the NZWCA we are very pleased to advise that WRONZ 
has allocated $5000 per annum to enable the awarding 
of a number of substantial scholarships to students who 
successfully complete the wool course. Details have yet to 
be finalised, but that is fantastic news.

Industry Day:
The Association’s Board is excited to invite all members, 
associate members and any other interested parties to attend 
our annual industry day, being held on Thursday 9 May 
2019 at the Phar Lap Raceway, Pleasant Point Highway, 
Washdyke, Timaru. 

The programme has been set up to inform, reaffirm and 
educate, with something for everyone. It will be well worth 
your effort to attend, whether you are an experienced old 
hand or just entering the industry.

Speakers:
The programme will consist of: a tour of the Canterbury 
Woolscourers Ltd; a wide variety of industry speakers that 
include Miles Anderson, Federated Farmers chairperson 
of New Zealand Meat & Wool; Grant Edwards, Manager 
of PGG Wrightson Wool & member of Government Wool 
Group;Tracey Topp, passionate wool entrepreneur; and 
another  yet to be confirmed.

Exercises:
In addition, there will be a variety of hands-on practical 
exercises with selling samples and test results for all to 
participate in. This will also incorporate a competition, with 
trophies at stake, to test your knowledge!

There will be plenty of opportunity throughout the day to 
interact, generally network and ask questions etc., with fellow 
classers, and guests.

Merit Awards:
The presentation of Merit and Commendation awards will 
occur at the end of the programme, along with the trophy 
winners from the hands-on exercises. The day will conclude 
for members with the AGM of the Association.

AGM Registration: 
Registration is essential for everyone attending. The day is 
free for NZWCA member and associate members, but any 
other interested industry parties are most welcome to attend 
for a small charge of $25.

So, mark the date in your diary now – Thursday 9 May 
2019 and, where applicable, organise to have the day off. 
Registrations close 26 April.

Registration  and programme details can be found on the 
NZWCA web site, and Facebook page.

https://www.woolclassers.org.nz
http://www.facebook.com/NZWCA

Information, reaffirmation, education – something for 
everyone at NZWCA Field Days.

If you want to settle down with good conditions and 
steady work, shearing or woolhandling, you could 
find a place in the Paewai Mullins team.  We work 
for some great people and we have some great people 
working for us.  There is always room for one more.

Phone: 06 374 4062 / Fax 06 374 4153
Aria: 022 374 4062 
PO Box 129, Dannevirke 4942.
Email: office@shearingnz.co.nz
Website: shearingnz.co.nz
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What annoys you most in the shed?
Not all staff are open to other views or not always willing to 

learn new things or ways to do them and some aren’t willing 
to work as a team.

What wool related event/achievement are you most 
proud of?  

Making the open final at the New Zealand Merino Shears, 
Alexandra on three occasions, and winning the senior wool 
handling at Golden Shears in 2009.

Have you worked in any other areas of the industry, 
or overseas? 

No, just in the sheds, in Northland, Wairarapa, and  in 
Central Otago for Dion Morrell and the late Darryl Ainsley.

I had a brief stint in Australia, but just couldn’t get used to 
the style of work.

Are you involved in any other wool related activities 
(shearing, hobby, sport etc)?

I attended and competed in shows primarily because Angus 
was competing, but never fully got in to it because I find it 
hard to be really competitive.

  At the Flaxbourne A&P show I will be putting on a small 
display in conjunction with a competition to identify fine 
wool oddments lines in an effort to try and raise awareness.

How do you think  you can help /assist you/your business 
most after you complete the course? 

I am hoping that by doing the course I am going to gain 
more knowledge and know how to pass on to our team of 
wool handlers and farmers, to help spread awareness and 
quality preparation on such an amazing product and industry.

Any other comments you wish to make?
I would like to encourage anyone to just move out of their 

comfort zone for the sake of experience whether it be for 
skills or life. Grow and chase those goals, you have to be the 
best you there is.

(Interview with Barbara Newton)

Talking with Ratapu Moore
Ratapu Moore is one of the thirty newly-enrolled students  
beginning study in the Certificate in Sheep & Wool 
Technology, now delivered under the Southland Institute of 
Technology. Ratapu is no stranger to the wool harvesting 
industry, having been introduced  as a 15 year old. Originally 
from  Kaiwaka  in Northland, Ratapu now resides in Seddon, 
Marlborough where she and her husband Angus Moore run 
a contracting gang, ‘Moore Sheep Shearing’.

When did you begin working in the wool harvesting 
industry, and how did that come about? 

I began when I went to Masterton at age 15 with an uncle 
to work at Shear Expertise for Collins Brown to earn some 
holiday money for Christmas. They then asked if I wanted to 
go back to school or keep working. I decided to keep working 
and here I am, in Marlborough.

What/or who made you decide to do the wool course?
I have always wanted to do the course, and become a wool 

classer. I love merino wool, as nearly everyone who has 
handled it would.   But when I married I was just busy enough 
raising our five children which  delayed things until now.

What are your future  aspirations?
Definitely to become a registered classer. We have a lot 

of fine wool in this area and I am keen to raise the bar with 
regard to preparation standards. I want to help teach more 
people about wool and the industry and the opportunities that 
can come from being in such an industry.

Ratapu Moore: Studying an old Massey Wool Book.

Fair Pay Campaign
The first stage of a Fair Pay Campaign for the shearing 
industry was launched when First Union officials sat 
down in Palmerston North on 26 March 2019 with 
Manawatu Shearing Ltd’s Tony Kendrick.

Following the initiation of bargaining under the 
Employment Relations Act 2000 earlier this year, 
the two parties are negotiating the terms of the first 
Collective Employment Agreement in the industry 
since 1994. 

First Union’s Jared Abbott said to Shearing that 
while the negotiations are proceeding, it is intended 
that the final agreement will allow for additional 
employer parties to be added as the process develops.

First Union has direct connections to the wool 
industry as the 28,000 member strong union includes 
operations from the farm gate, wool scouring and 
carpet manufacturing at Cavalier Bremworth and 
Godfrey Hurst, to the shop front, merino retailer, 
Icebreaker.

‘Its a logical progression for us into a green-fields 
site,’ says Abbot, ‘much the same as the membership 
work we do in the wood industry, from the forest to 
the wood manufacturers.’

(Jills Angus Burney)
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Changed your address?
Please remember to let us know 
so we can keep our distribution 

labels up to date. 

Phone 0274 833 465
Email shearingmag@xtra.co.nz
or Private message on Facebook

(Shearing magazine)

New Zealand championships

We haven’t had time for an exhaustive 
search of shearing sports records, 
but suspect Sheree Alabaster’s ninth 
New Zealand open woolhandling 
title at Te Kuiti might be the most 
ever won at a single venue, certainly 
in a major championship. The 2008 
world champion will team with 
Pagan Karauria as New Zealand’s 
woolhandling representatives in France 
in July.

By Doug Laing
Waipawa shearer Cam Ferguson may 
just about be the best second place-
getter around after a dramatic New 
Zealand championships Open final 
at Te Kuiti last month when he won 
another crack at the world title, having 
previously won the world crown in 
Wales nine years ago.

Despite losing a sheep off the front of 
the board and having to haul it back onto 
the stage midway through the 20-sheep 
final, the 35-year-old Ferguson won a 
close contest to secure second place 
behind winner Rowland Smith who, 
by winning a sixth Golden Shears 
Open four week earlier had already 
secured his place at the 2019 World 
Championships in France in July.

Ferguson thus completed the make-up 
of the Allflex New Zealand Shearing 
and Woolhandling Team with Smith; 
woolhandlers Pagan Karauria of 
Alexandra and Sheree Alabaster of 
Taihape, and blade shearers Tony 
Dobbs of Fairlie and Allan Oldfield 
of Geraldine. The team, with major 
sponsorship from Allflex confirmed 
during the week, will be managed by 
Ken Payne, of Balclutha.

As expected, going for a 17th win 
in a row since mid-January, Smith 
comfortably won his seventh New 
Zealand Open with a margin of 1.651pts 
over Ferguson. But with 0.668pts 
covering second to fifth placings, 
Ferguson claimed the second world 
championships singlet by just 0.196pts 
from third place-getter David Buick, the 
only one of the six finalists not to have 
won a world title.

Reigning world teams’ champions, 
Nathan Stratford of Invercargill, and 
individual world titleholder John 
Kirkpatrick, of Napier, were fourth and 
sixth respectively, split by 2012 world 
champion, Gavin Mutch (Scotland).

Ferguson, 35, who famously beat 
shearing legend and team mate David 
Fagan (now Sir David) to win his 
2010 world title, has battled back from 
injuries and other mishaps to again earn 
his place in the New Zealand team.

The winner of more than 40 Open 
finals, including the 2010 Golden 
Shears which set him on the path to the 
win in Wales, he has shorn 11 finals 
since the summer of 2015-2016 for just 
one win, at Mayfield two years ago.

The first pointer to his new goal 
came when he was runner-up in the 
PGG Wrightson Wool National Circuit 
final on merinos, crossbred ewes and 
lambs at Masterton on 2 March, and as 
winner of the New Zealand Speedshear 
championship at the Rural Games in 
Palmerston North a week later.

In terms of shearing competition 
at the top level the two events could 
not have been more different, but 
each showed the characteristic gutsy 
confidence which again carried him 
home at Te Kuiti. 

As a spectacle, Ferguson’s mid-event 
wrestle aside, the Open championship 
came down to a race between Mutch 
and David Buick on stands four and 
five, with Mutch finishing first in 15min 
48 sec and beating Buick by less than 
five seconds.

The 32-year-old Smith, who had also 
won the North Island Shearer of the Year 
final the previous evening, was next to 
finish, in 16min 8.55sec, and had clearly 
the better points in judging on the board, 
although Stratford had the best quality 
points overall.

Ferguson kept it together, 4th to finish, 
with 2nd-best board points both on the 
board and in the pens.

Stratford derived some consolation 
for missing out on a place at the 
World championships by successfully 
defending the New Zealand Shears 
Circuit title and winning a trip to the 
Northern Hemisphere.

Alabaster and Karauria, who won their 
World championships woolhandling 
places in a selection series which 
finished at the Golden Shears, were first 
and second respectively in last night’s 
New Zealand Open woolhandling final.

With schoolteacher Alabaster 
successfully defending the title and 
claiming the championships for a 
9th time in 16 years, it was a true 
showdown among five competitors who 
just happened to be the top five Open 
woolhandlers throughout the season, as 
shown in the national rankings headed 
by dual World and multiple Golden 
Shears and New Zealand champion Joel 
Henare, of Gisborne.

With Keryn Herbert, of Te Kuiti, 
claiming third place, 2010 and 2015-
2017 winner Henare had to settle for 
4th place, beating fifth finalist Chelsea 
Collier, of Gore.

It was Alabaster’s seventh win this 
season, but Henare’s 10 wins helped 
him to claim the No 1 season’s ranking 
for a fourth time in a row and eighth 
time since 2008.

Masterton shearer David Gordon, 
who won the shears’ Intermediate 
shearing title in 2013 won Saturday 
night’s Senior final, guaranteeing that 
after nine wins during the season, 
including four in A-grade events, he 
will be promoted to Open-class for 
next season. 
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We have vacancies for professional 
shearers, shedhands and pressers to 
staff our Ashburton-based shearing run. 
We offer excellent accommodation, 
top pay rates and steady, year-round 
work with busy main-shear and pre-
lamb runs.

Phone: Office 03 302 7541; 
Grant Smith 0272 413  010 

Te Anau Shearing 
Ltd

We have jobs available June 
- August and Dec - April for 

people who are reliable, have 
good work ethics and positive 

attitudes.

Meals, accommodation and 
travel provided

Phone Andrew on 
027 434 8108 or 03 249 7035

Forde Shearing Ltd
Southland

Staff required for 
new season.  

For all 
enquiries please 

phone Darin or Julie

0272 297 760 or 
03 235 8853

Above: Junior woolhandling finalists at New Zealand championships, Te Kuiti  
2019, from left: Claire Grainger (President/presenter), Vinniye Phillips, Lucas 
Broughton, Cortez Ostler, Teanna Phillips, Savahn Taitoko. Below: Senior wool-
handling finalists at Te Kuiti, from left: Daryl Croad (CP Wools, sponsor); Ngaira 
Puha, Ricci Stevens, Tyler Hira, Lucky Garrett and Gina Whare. New Zealand Team for the 

World Championships, 
France, 2019

Team manager: Ken Payne (Balclutha); 
Shearing judge: Bart Hadfield (Wairoa); 
Woolhandling judge: Linda Tarrant 
(Thames). 

Machine shearers: Rowland Smith 
(Maraekakaho) (winner Golden Shears 
2019) and Cam Ferguson (Waipawa, 
(runner-up  New Zealand Open).

Blade shearers: Tony Dobbs (Fairlie) 
and Allan Oldfield (Geraldine) gained 
selection through circuit placings and 
final. 

Woolhandlers: Pagan Karauria 
(Alexandra) and Sheree Alabaster 
(Taihape), winner and runner-up of a 
selection series final staged at Golden 
Shears 2019.

Lucas Broughton making his wool stand 
on end, NZ Championships junior final
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Work available in Central Hawkes 
Bay from mid-November to end 
January for reliable, experienced 
shearers and shedhands.

 Member NZ Shearing Contractors Ass’n

Busy North Canterbury run 
Clean, reliable staff wanted
Mainshear November-April
Pre-lamb May-September

New client enquiries welcome

Phone Mike Morgan
021 251 7742
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VACANCIES AVAILABLE
FOR QUALITY SHEARERS AND 

WOOLHANDLERS
STARTING IN MAINSHEAR, 

NOVEMBER 2018
ALL ENQUIRIES TO JOE OR WIKI

New Zealand Championships 
Te Kuiti, 26-28 March 2019

Shearing:
New Zealand Open (20 sheep): Rowland Smith, Maraekakaho, 54.678 
1; Cam Ferguson, Waipawa, 56.329 2; David Buick, Pongaroa, 56.525 
3; Nathan Stratford, Invercargill, 56.822 4; Gavin Mutch, Scotland, 
56.997 5; John Kirkpatrick, Pakipaki, 57.567 6. 
New Zealand Circuit (5 merinos, 5 second-shear, 5 lambs): Nathan 
Stratford, 73.028 1; John Kirkpatrick, 75.963 2; Mark Grainger, Te Kuiti, 
77.608 3; Leon Samuels, Ohai, 77.857 4; Paerata Abraham, Masterton, 
81.927 5; Jack Fagan, Te Kuiti, 84.92 6.
North Island Shearer of the Year (10 ewes, 10 lambs): Rowland 
Smith, 53.932 1; David Buick, 55.561 2; Gavin Mutch, 57.343 3; 
Aaron Haynes, Feilding, 57.664 4; John Kirkpatrick, 58.562 5; Nathan 
Stratford, 60.664 6.
Open Plate (10 sheep): Mark Grainger, 37.34 1; Pete Chilcott, Wha-
nanaki, 37.58 2; Casey Bailey, Riverton, 48.02 3; Aaron Haynes, 38.24 
4; James Fagan, Raglan, 40.7 5; Dig Balme, Te Kuiti, 60.04 6. 
Open Challenger (10 sheep): Marshall Guy, Kaeo, 39.785 1; Axle Reid, 
Taihape, 39.964 2; Hemi Braddick, Eketahuna, 41.257 3; Darren Alex-
ander, Whangamomona, 42.467 4; Willy McSkimming, Taumarunui, 
43.53 5; Dylan McGruddy, Masterton, 45.764 6. 
Senior (12 sheep): David Gordon, Masterton, 50.569 1; Jade Maguire-
Ratima, Winton, 51.779 2; Alex Smith, Rakaia, 51.876 3; Jayden 
Mainland, Wellsford, 51.967 4; Lionel Taumata, Gore, 52.273 5; Willy 
Tahere, Taumarunui), 52.795 6.
Intermediate (8 sheep): Kyle Mita, Masterton, 40.01 1; Paora Moan-
aroa, Eketahuna, 41.356 2; Chris Dickson, Masterton, 43.241 3; Mitchell 
Menzies, Ranfurly, 43.915 4; Liam Pritchard, Pongaroa, 44.246 5; 
Daniel Biggs, Mangamahu, 44.979 6.
Junior (5 sheep): Henry Mayo, England, 34.185 1; Atawhai Hadfield, 
Ruakituri, 35.597 2; Topia Barrowcliffe, Piopio, 40.354 3; Ben For-
rester, Leithfield, 41.007 4; Blake Crooks, Wellington, 43.146 5; Levi 
King, Motu, 49.037 6.
Novice (2 sheep): Jesse McIntyre, Hastings, 34.359 1; Gus Berger, 
Ahuroa, 35.488 2; Devon Ball, Te Kuiti, 37.667 3; Renee Biggs, Man-
gamahu, 40.45 4; Keahrey Manson, Piopio, 41.149 5; Michael Buick, 
Pongaroa, 45.896 6.
Women’s Open (8 sheep): Pagan Karauria, Alexandra, 44.146 1; Emily 
Welch, Waikaretu, 45.168 2; Laura Bradley, Woodville, 47.062 3; Ingrid 
Smith, Maraekakaho, 49.46 4; Pauline Bolay, Canada, 50,613 5; Jills 
Angus Burney, Masterton, 54.261 6.
Trans-Tasman Challenge (4 merinos, 4 second-shear): New Zealand 
Shears (Mark Grainger, Gavin Mutch, Ricci Stevens) 179.703, beat War-
rnambool (Roger Mifsud, Vaughan Clutterbuck, Dion Morrell) 195.07.
Development teams relay (5 sheep): King Country circuit (Cory Bar-
rowcliffe/Matthew Smith) 33.512 1; King Country circuit (Daniel Biggs/
Rakai Barrett) 40.255 2; North Canterbury-Marlborough circuit (Ben 
Forrester/Mitchell Menzies) 40.545 3; North Canterbury-Marlborough 
circuit (Henry Mayo/Brayden Clifford) 41.26 4. 

Woolhandling:
New Zealand Open: Sheree Alabaster, Taihape, 51.374 1; Pagan 
Karauria, 62.686 2; Keryn Herbert, Te Kuiti, 68.226 3; Joel Henare, 
Gisborne, 85.808 4; Chelsea Collier, Gore, 88.688 5.
Senior: Ngaira Puha, Kimbolton, 72.78 1; Ricci Stevens, Napier, 84.25 
2; Tyler Hira, Onewhero, 88.41 3; Lucky Garrett, Eketahuna, 99.5 4; 
Gina Whare, Taumarunui, 132.79 5.
Junior: Vinniye Phillips, Taumarunui, 68.25 1; Lucas Broughton, 
Whanganui, 71.22 2; Cortez Ostler, Dannevirke, 81.344 3; Teanna 
Phillips, Taumarunui, 88.13 4; Savvy Taitoko, Piopio, 104.72 5.
Interisland shearing and woolhandling: North Island (Rowland 
Smith, John Kirkpatrick, David Buick, Sheree Alabaster, Keryn Herbert, 
Eramiha Neho) 205.5, beat South Island (Leon Samuels, Nathan Strat-
ford, Casey Bailey, Pagan Karauria, Monica Potae, Joel Henare) 221.5.

Up town Te Kuiti on a Saturday night was a pretty good place 
to be for Cam Ferguson (below right) with team manager Ken 
Payne after winning his way to the world championships in 
France by virtue of his second placing to Rowland Smith in 
the New Zealand Open. Cam won the world championship 
at Builth Wells, Wales, in 2010.
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Chrystal Shearing
Has positions available for 

reliable, experienced shearers 
and shedhand workers for 

mainshear. Nov. to end of Jan. 
Our 2nd shr run is March to 

end of July. Ring now to secure 
a position.

Phone Farrell on 06 839 7999 
mob 027 308 8725

Or Max (organiser) on 027 688 4673

Y-NOT SHEARING
Flinders Ranges
South Australia

WANTED
Quality shearers and shed staff

All camp out sheds
Excellent conditions

No drugs

Phone ++61427672370

By Tom Harding
What do you get as a wedding present for your wife-to-be when 
she’s the best woolhandler in England? I’d had the idea for quite 
a while of a bespoke trophy, something to go in pride of place 
on the coffee table, as testament to what she had achieved in 
her career. One soon discovers that there are actually very few 
trophy shops around however, and the ones that are certainly 
don’t make anything out of the ordinary.

After a bit of internet searching, I found a company that 
looked perfect. They had an impressive portfolio of beautiful 
trophies in every shape and style imaginable, including trophies 
they had made for national television awards.

It certainly wouldn’t be cheap, but this was a once-in-a-
lifetime gift, so I decided to go for it. After speaking to a polite, 
helpful young chap, he quoted me a price of around £350, which 
I thought seemed too good to be true. And what do they say 
about things that seem too good to be true?

Days later, after excitedly opening an email with the preview, 
my heart sank when I saw what they’d come up with; I couldn’t 
put my finger on it at first, but it just didn’t look right.  Yes, 
it was a lady throwing a fleece onto a slatted table just as I’d 
asked for, but it just looked odd . . . then I realised as I scrolled 
down – there was a ‘top view’, which was basically just a thin 
slot; it was just a 2D cut-out mounted on a piece of wood.

I rang the chap I’d been dealing with and explained that I’d 
wanted it to be 3D. On the face of it he continued to speak in 
a professional and polite manner, but the subtext in the altered 
tone of his voice was clear: ‘Don’t waste my time you idiot; you 
could never afford what we’d charge to make you that in 3D.’

I pleaded with him – surely there must be some way of 
compromising where they could knock something up quickly 
and meet me halfway?  With barely concealed contempt he 
described how each and every 3D trophy had to be individually 
built from scratch, anything else was completely impossible.

  Surely they had an old mould of a tennis player or 
something that they could adapt quite quickly?  ‘Get off the 
phone and don’t ever waste my time again,’ was the voice-
tone translation of whatever he replied to that suggestion, and 
perhaps unsurprisingly, he didn’t respond to any of my emails 
or calls from then on.

After a couple of days of feeling utterly dejected and like 

I’d have to give up on the idea, it struck me: surely all that sort 
of company does is make the physical underlying shape of a 
trophy, then cover it with metal to make it look like it’s made 
of silver. Another quick internet search yielded South Wales 
Metal Finishers in Treorchy – anything metal coated in zinc, 
tin, chrome, silver, you name it . . . how hard could this be?!

The next stage, however, proved most difficult of all. Over 
the course of a week or so, six hours were spent trawling the 
internet for a suitably-shaped metal lady. The lesson?  Google 
sometimes needs incredibly specific search terms in order to 
be of any real use. When my neighbour Ron told me to search 
‘bronze art deco’, I found her – a bronze golfer poised to swing 
her club, from an American seller on eBay.  

Ron sawed off her golf club, drilled through her hands and 
inserted a wool broom, made a slatted table and a freshly-rolled 
fleece (an old socket with an end welded onto it, and a swirly 
weld pattern on each end).

My friend Andy made a wooden base at work from some 
offcuts of walnut, and then it was just a case of two trips to 
Treorchy, where all the metalwork was coated in tin. Hey 
presto! Sometimes in life when people tell you that things are 
impossible, all you have to do is think outside the box a bit, 
I reckon.

Outside the box  from Tom to Hilary

Outside box onto the table
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Benefits include:
• Support from experienced industry professionals
• Save time by entering tally sheet data only once
• Pay employees and produce payslips
• Invoice clients and track payments against accounts
• Produce PAYE, employee earnings reports and GST on receipts 

reports
• Integrates with MYOB IMS Payroll and Accounting applications

To discuss how we can help, call Liz on:
Mobile 021 749 963 
Phone 07 838 1961
Email liz@payrollplusltd.co.nz

MAHONY SHEARING
NAPIER

TEL 06 835 9571 or 
021 423 886 (Brendan)

Email: b.j.mahony@xtra.co.nz

Permanent positions for quality 
shearers and shedhands

Member of the NZ Shearing 
Contractors’ Association

By Bernie Walker
The Australian Shearers Hall of Fame 

at Shear Outback, Hay, NSW, will 
induct five further nominees to the Hall 
during Easter 2019, bringing the total 
to 43 Australians so recognised. Those 
selected by a panel of their peers are Bill 
Harris, Denis Ryan, David Lawrence, 
David (Daffy) Ryan and Brian Morrison

Bill Harris was known far and wide as 
‘Taggerty Bill’ to distinguish him from 
a cousin of the same name.  He lived 
at Taggerty (Victoria) on the Acheron 
River for some years. Bill was born in 
Mansfield in 1913 and tragically lost 
his father at an early age. He grew up at 
Merton before pursuing a 65-year career 
in the shearing industry. Bill loved his 
horses and while at Merton trained, rode 
and won the Merton Cup in 1940 and 
1941. A non-drinker and non-smoker, 

Bill Harris was a credit to the industry.  
His commitment to making any young 
shearer a better shearer was to make it 
easier for them. This great old shearer 
passed away in February 1997 at Euroa.  
He joins his son John to become the first 
father/son Inductees in the Hall of Fame.  

Denis Ryan (no relation to fellow 
Inductee David Ryan) was born in 
Sydney in 1930 and became a topline 
shearer who shore from the Kimberley 
region in WA to Central Otago in 
New Zealand. Drawing on his own 
experiences, Denis was aware of the 
needs of the expedition shearers roaming 
Australia and New Zealand.  He and his 
wife Fay pioneered the ‘Shearmaster’ 
brand and Milro Mail Order Co to 
address these needs. This business also 
enabled Denis to stay in touch with the 
shearing community.  Once the Mecca 

New faces for Shearing Hall of Fame
of shearers, Milro closed its doors in 
2014 after 58 years. It is a little known 
fact their iconic ‘Shearmaster’ clothing 
was part of the wardrobe of the film 
‘Crocodile Dundee’. Denis passed away 
in February 2018.

David Lawrence was raised on the 
family farm at Southern Brook east of 
Northam, WA. He is one of six brothers 
who all became shearers, and it was 
a proud moment, when all six shore 
together at the 1989 Perth Royal Show. 
David began shearing in 1975 under the 
watchful eyes of his brothers. Since then 
he has shorn in all areas of the State; 
travelled to Queensland, South Australia 
and Tasmania many times, as well as 
a few short seasons in New Zealand. 
David has enjoyed a good deal of success 
in competitions and has represented 
Australia in Trans-Tasman teams.

Bill Harris Denis Ryan David Lawrence Brian Morrison David Ryan
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David (Daffy) Ryan was raised at Balmoral, Victoria, 
and began shearing at age16.  He travelled all over Australia 
shearing, always learning by watching the best shearers. He 
soon established himself as one of the fastest shearers in 
Australia and proved it when he shore 466 six month old merino 
lambs in August 1978. The following year he pushed the tally 
up to 501 using narrow gear. In September 1994 he reclaimed 
the record with wide gear when he shore 625 merino lambs. 
David’s shearing career was interrupted by two years National 
Service which included a year in Vietnam. He was a regular 
competitor at Golden Shears at Euroa. Today he and his wife 
Regina live at Wongaling Beach, Far North Queensland.

Brian Morrison grew up in Longwood where he learnt to 
shear and play football well enough to play for Richmond in 
the VFL, a career he gave up to go shearing at Longreach. He 
won the Australian Open shearing title twice. Brian and his wife 
Judy began a shearing contract business before opening ‘The 
Wool Bin’, a shearing supplies business in Euroa in 1973 which 
developed into ‘Morrisons of Euroa’, a high quality country 
style clothing business. In 1972, Brian claimed a world record 
for shearing 410 merino weaners in the RSL Hall in Euroa.  

The 2019 Induction ceremony will take place during Easter as 
part of the Festival of the Blades at Shear Outback, Hay, NSW. 
A dinner will be held at the Hay Services Club on Saturday, 
20th April 2019.

For further information contact Kathy Finn at Shear Outback, 
ph (02) 6993 4000, email  info@shearoutback.com.au.

Meantime, Bernie Walker has updated the CD of tributes 
he has written for the previous 38 Hall of Fame inductees to 
include the five newcomers. The new CD will be released on 
Easter Sunday as part of the 2019 induction ceremony and  
features well-known country music star Reg Poole and folk 
singer Lazy Harry.  Framed copies of the bi-annual tributes 
are presented to each Inductee and are a feature of the Hall of 
Fame.  The CD is available from Bernie for A$20 plus postage  
– email bmwalker@westnet.com.au; phone +61 3 5795 2867 
or from Shear Outback – email info@shearoutback.com.au or 
phone +61 26993 4000.

The accolades keep coming for 
Pagan Karauria, who was last month 
named the Skellerup New Zealand 
Rural Sportswoman of the Year. 
Last year, Pagan achieved Master 
Woolhandler status, and took out 
the Open woolhandling title at the 
New Zealand Merino Shearing and 
Woolhandling Championships for the 
third time in four years. 

Pagan’s achievements come 10 years 
after a devastating car accident that 
left her with a broken back. Pagan has 
fought back from that injury to take the 

2018 New Zealand crossbred lambs 
woolhandling championship in Winton, 
the first Royal Easter Show Open final 
in Auckland, and her third New Zealand 
Merino Championships Open title in 
four years in hometown Alexandra. 

At Golden Shears last month she 
also won a spot in the Shearing Sports 
New Zealand team for the World 
Championships in Le Dorat, France, 
in July. Recently Pagan featured in the 
New Zealand documentary film She 
Shears, focusing on women making 
their way in shearing. Pagan has also 
been a successful competitive shearer, 
winning many titles in recent years.

And the success for shearing industry 
people didn’t stop there, with The 
Toyota Lifetime Legacy Award going 
to Hugh McCarroll of Whangamata.  At 
78, Hugh was the oldest finalist. He is 
a former winner of the Golden Shears 
Intermediate shearing title in 1967 and 
the over-65 50th anniversary Veterans 
event in 2010. 

For 40 years Hugh was a competition 
judge up to world championships level, 
and provided administration to a senior 
international level. He is the secretary 
of the World Sheep Shearing Records 
Society, which he helped establish in 
1995. Described as an ‘all round good 
bugger’, he is a life member of Shearing 
Sports New Zealand. 

The Allflex Sir Brian Lochore Out-
standing Sportsperson from a Rural 
Background: Sarah Hirini (nee Goss) 
of Mt Maunganui: Sarah grew up in 
the Manawatu and learned her rugby 
skills at Feilding High School. She 
has developed into one of the leading 
sevens players in the world. The current 
Black Ferns Sevens captain has several 
accolades to her name including World 
Champion in 2013, Olympic silver 
medallist in 2016 and four-time World 
Series winner. She was named New 
Zealand Rugby’s woman player of 
the year in 2017 after her efforts in 
both sevens and 15s. Goss’ game is 
characterised by her tireless work-ethic 
and dogged defence. 

The Norwood New Zealand Rural 
Sports Awards judging panel is chaired 
by former All Black captain, Sir Brian 
Lochore, who is also a founding board 
member of the New Zealand Rural 
Games Trust. The other judges were rural 
sports icon and president of Shearing 
Sports New Zealand, Sir David Fagan; 
Olympic rowing medalist Nathan 
Twaddle, Fencing legend Paul van Beers, 
MP for Taranaki-King Country Barbara 
Kuriger, founder and trustee of the 
Hilux New Zealand Rural Games Steve 
Hollander, and respected agricultural 
journalists Craig ‘Wiggy’ Wiggins and 
Tony Leggett. (Daniel O’Regan)

Pagan Karauria, New Zealand’s 
Rural Sportswoman of the Year
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Agrodomers in January, clockwise from top left: Canada’s 
Pauline Bolay; Mark Gwynne (Wales), the Monica Potae 
whanau; Ethan Pankhurst; Mike Fabish, Teena Kamura.
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Shearing magazine
Help us keep New Zealand 
Post in business – become a 
subscriber!  See page 3 for 
details or just email your 

address to 
shearingmag@xtra.co.nz

It’s that easy!

All year round work available for 
experienced and reliable shearers 

and shedhands who can ensure we 
provide a quality service  

to our clients.

We offer good quality 
accommodation, meals and vehicles 

to travel to work.

ACC tertiary accreditation & member 
NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association.

Enquiries to Pip on
03 693 8087 or 027 432 6932

The Duvauchelle A and P Show at 
Akaroa on 12 January 2019 included 
a family demonstration by three 
generations of shearers spanning 
more than 60 years in age – 85-year-old 
Ged Foley, son and local farmer Gyles 
Foley, and grandson and junior fourth 
placegetter, Liam Alwood.

GET RESULTS THIS 
SEASON 

PHONE / TEXT  0275914361        
EMAIL: info@acequip.co.nz 

WEBSITE: www.aceshearing.co.nz 
 

INSIST ON ACE AT YOUR LOCAL FARM SHOPS 

ACE SHEARING GEAR 
FOR QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST 

ACE  cover combs & cutters  
Proven to be superior,  

dependable & good value for money 
 GO FOR IT! RING NOW! 
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Ray Te Whata Owner 027 948 4512
Vanessa Te Whata Manager 027 435 1595 | 03 248 6122

Mossburn, Southland

We also have a 10-stand portable 
crutching trailer available

09
17
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14
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12
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Vacancies available for clean reliable shearers and 
shedhands from January through to end of March.
We have a great working environment with meals, 
accommodation and transport provided.

       E W E N I Q U E 
       S H E A R I N G
       PARTNERSHIP
We service a large Wairarapa client base and offer 
both permanent and seasonal positions for profes-
sionally motivated shearers and woolhandlers.  Full 
accommodation available.

Phone Rick MacLeod 06 377 1942
Members NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association

The Blades of Glencoe
The ‘Blades of Glencoe’ was held near Mount Gambier, South 
Australia, on Sunday 10 March 2019 at the National Trust of 
South Australia heritage shed, ‘Glencoe’. The 36-stand shed 
built in 1863 is a tourist attraction as it was never converted 
to machines at the turn of the nineteenth century.

Organised by legendary Victorian blade shearer Richie 
Foster and West Australian woman shearer, Janine Midgely, 
the purpose was to encourage the heritage skills of blades 
shearing and to raise awareness of the impact of depression 
in rural communities.

More than fifty shearers took part on the day with a record 
eighteen women shearers participating; many shearing with 
blades for the first time. One thousand yearling lambs were 
donated for the event by local farmer and MP for McKillop, 
Nick McBride and they were especially prepared (shingled) 
for the event.

The youngest shearer was nine-year-old Charlie Dunn who 
has appeared on Australian TV for his shearing passion.

Despite torrential rain on the morning of the event reducing 
the crowd to under 2000, the Blades of Glencoe raised $25,000 
for ‘beyond blue’, the national rural mental health programme. 
(Jills Angus Burney)

The Paul Jesson Story

241

 The Paul Jesson Story

An autobiography with Des Williams

  ‘O
h, THAT tour!’    

‘Oh, THAT Tour!’  The Paul Jesson Story is a 240-page account 
of  triumph on the bike at the highest level, and a story about 
the strength of the human spirit to overcome adversity and get 
on with life, however tough it may get. 

Just after winning a ‘Grand Tour’ stage in the 1980 Tour of 
Spain, Jesson had an accident on the road that cost him his left 
leg, amputated at the knee. Eighteen years later, Paul won two 
Paralympic world championships and in 2004 won a bronze 
medal at the Athens Paralympic Games. For those reasons, this 
book should appeal to sport-loving shearers and wool industry 
people, many of whom know all about tough times.

Written in association with Des Williams, this book is 
available from Last Side Publishing Ltd, cost $45.00 (includes 
postage). Email shearingmag@xtra.co.nz for payment details.
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THE MAN FROM THE ONE TREE PLAIN      
We were shearing on the Monaro in a cold and frosty shed
The sheep were mustered inward, nearly thirty thousand head.
The Boss was left shorthanded, his jackaroo was crook
The Jillaroo was in the mess because she had to cook
The work to do was mounting, the Boss run off his feet –
Through the coldest days and bitter nights he was almost beat.
And so he headed townward, in hope for help to gain,
And it was there that he met the man from the One Tree Plain.

He was wizened, he was hardened, he was certainly not green,
Could be thirty, could be sixty, could be somewhere in between.
A man of many secrets, and not with much to say,
But he thought he’d like a job, and he could start that day.
The boss then asked him hopefully could he work with sheep?
He would make it worth his while, include his beer and keep.
He said he’d come from westward, where he’d one day go again
And that he’d done a bit of sheepwork on the One Tree Plain.

So the chap was duly hired, and he worked the Boss’s sheep
From daylight till the darkness fell, he earned his beer and keep.
He arrived in silence, before the morning light,
And kept the sheep all coming in. until the fall of night.
Never stopping, or complaining, despite the winter chill
And if the job weren’t finished now, he’d be working still –
The Boss had never seen before, and would not see again
A stockman that could match the man from the One Tree Plain.

Now it happened ‘ere the job was done, a shearer did break down
The work and cold all took their toll and he retired to town.
The Boss then in a frenzy, rain was forecast for next day
Sought to fill the vacant stand and get the wool away.
But who to get to do the job – his brain was working hard,
When his gaze fell on the stockman out in the drafting yard.
Had he ever shorn before, and would he shear again?
He said, ‘I used ter shear the killers on the One Tree Plain.’

So he loaded up the handpiece and he pulled her into gear
And the team looked on in silence when they saw how he could shear!
The fleeces flowed like honey, no skin was nicked by him –
Each sheep despatched in minutes, all shorn so clean and trim
His tally rose like wildfire, ‘twas the devil there that shore
And in the day he rung the ringer by a neat three score.
That team had never seen before, and would not see again
A shearer who could match the man from the One Tree Plain!

So the shed was finished quickly, just before the rain set in,
And the Boss paid off his workers, signing with a grin
Happy that the job was done, and they had beat the rain –
And that his sheep were sheltered safely on the lower plain.
But a mystery now plagued him, as the stranger drew up near
To get his cheque and so the Boss then asked him very clear,
‘How could you learn to shear like that, on the killers? Please explain.’
He said, ‘They eat a lot of mutton on the One Tree Plain!’

 © Jon Vagg
‘Back Block Bards’, a collection of bush verse by bush bards is a 156 
page book by eight bush poets from the Parker and Vagg families 
in Western New South Wales who share their experiences in verse.  
Funds from the book will assist the Dementia Australia Research 
Foundation.  Jon Vagg who wrote this poem, is a grazier in the Roto 
district.  Contact www.backblockbards@mail.com for copies, A$25 
plus postage.

Pat Coffey

Pat Coffey Tribute
Many people in the 
shearing community 
throughout Ireland 
and overseas were 
shocked and deeply 
saddened when they 
learnt of the sudden 
passing of Pat Coffey, 
in Baltinglass, Co. 
Wicklow on 4 February 
2019, aged 63. 

Having grown up on 
his family dairy farm, 
and after he married 
his wife Breda in 
1975, they also soon 
found the interest in 
sheep farming and Pat 
started shearing in his 20s, becoming notable as both 
a left and right hand shearer. 

He was a valued committee member of the Irish 
Sheep Shearers Association for a number of years and 
had devoted a lot of his spare time into fundraising for 
numerous charities including sponsorship for previous 
and the upcoming world championships. 

Pat felt very honoured and privileged in December 
2018 to be selected as Team Manager for the Republic of 
Ireland for the world championships in Le Dorat, France.

Pat & Breda had five children; Brendan, Maureen, 
Deirdra, Eileen and Rosaleen, together with seven 
grandchildren.

Pat was very proud when his daughter Eileen became 
Secretary of the Irish Sheep Shearers Association five 
years ago. Eileen will now stand in his place as Team 
Manager in Le Dorat in July.  

A good friend to many, Pat will be sadly missed 
by his family, neighbours, friends and the shearing 
community. Rest In Peace, Pat.
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A shearer’s needs

All year round steady work available stretching 
between Otago, Southland and Northland. 

Opportunities to up skill, Elite Shearer Training 
Courses on our run as well as wool handling 

courses.
Top pay rates, good accommodation in town, 

quality food 
Cooks positions available. Permanent staff/ locals 

wanted to service our run

M: 027 630 9081
Msg us on Facebook : www.dmshearing.co.nz

By Gabriela Schmidt-Morrell
There’s nothing worse than your old hand-piece packing up 
on you and nobody in the shed has a second axe that you 
can borrow. So, you sit there on your bucket and wait for a 
hand-piece to somehow magically appear, generally from 
your contractor. And all the while you (and not just you) are 
losing money! We do urge you to invest in gear because it 
is so worth it in the long run (okay, that’s a pun!). You shear 
more, you shear them easier and you are ready for any breed, 
any wool type and any job. 

Here’s a basic list of what we consider to be ‘essentials’:
1. 2 handpieces (and keep both of them clean)
2. 20 cover combs (10 long bevel, 10 medium bevel)
3. 60 cutters
4. 2 counters
5. 2 screwdrivers
6. 1 oil can
7. Grease
8. 2 Needles and 1 thread
9. 1 small crescent spanner
10. 1 pair vice grips
11. 1 pair of moccs and an extra pair of socks   
 (wear two pair of socks to keep your feet warm)
12. 1 large water bottle (in case the water at the shed 
 is not clean)
13. 1 change of warm clothes (preferably at least one 
 top made from merino wool for extra warmth) 
 or a few singlets for hot days.

Now fill your bag up with your personal items, maybe a 
deodorant; some toilet paper (will always be needed at certain 
sheds); tape for any cuts, a couple of muesli bars...

Remember to have clothes ready for any weather, four 
seasons in one day and all that...

Drink plenty of water, even when it is cold.
Treat your body better still than your new hand piece! 

Your body is king. A strong body allows you to have a strong 
mind, which you will need if you wish to become known as 
an awesome shearer, woolhandler or presser.
(Courtesy Dion Morrell Shearing)

Old boys having fun at the Peter Lyon Shearing reunion last 
month. Robbie Tai, Edsel Forde and Dion Morrell. Peter and 
Elsie have been in their Alexandra-based business since 1987 
and this trio must have spent countless years in Lyon Shearing 
gangs. (We were too polite to ask exactly how many!)
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GRANT MURDOCH SHEARING
Kurow (Member NZSCA)

Positions available for reliable, experienced finewool shearers 
and shedhands for pre-lamb. Mid-July to end of October.
 
Great working environment, accommodation available, top 
pay rates, meals and transport provided.

For all enquiries call Grant on 0274 307 678 
or office 03 4360436

Hard work, this shearing sheep and baling wool. We will let 
the young man remain anonymous. Recently caught napping 
in a shed at Pukerua Bay. (Perhaps dreaming of the day when 
he too will be old enough to be the backbone of the shed.)

I’m the Man!
‘It’s hard to get good staff boy,’ he said with a grin.
‘Well that’s for sure boss,’ said the presser, 
 as he threw an armload of fleece into a bin.
‘But I tell you boss, this is the thing …
This pressing deal, at a good hourly rate, 
 the money’s a steal!
A good presser, he’ll work at everyone’s pace.
Put me with guns, on a six-stand, it’s like I’m running a race.
I’ll keep those pens full, even if it means 
the most stubborn sheep are thrown.
Boss, I’ll bet my hooks on it. 
There’ll be another sheep at their catching pen door, 
when their last one’s gone down.
Now, my bales boss, look every one perfect, 
a work of art.
All for what?  So a wool buyer can pull them apart.
Come smoko time, that jug’s always hot.
Want something done, I can do the lot.
You know boss …  
I’m the frontrunner and the backbone of the shed.  
Everyone says I’m the man!
There’s just one more thing boss …
I blew up the van!’

(Supplied by Andrew Welch. Poem by the late Emma Welch)Tribute to Beaver
Canada’s Cliff Metheral responded to news of Kevin ‘Beaver’ 
Stevenson’s death (Shearing magazine Nov. 2018: ‘Kathy 
and I were saddened to find out Kevin Stevenson has passed. 
We first met him at Invercargill Shears in November 1989. 

‘He sold us that painting and said there would be two more 
to come. As we were so far from home we thought we would 
never be able to get them. But Kevin said not to worry, “give 
me your address and I’ll mail them to you and you can then 
send me the money.” 

‘We have enjoyed these three paintings for years in our 
sitting room. It was great to meet Kevin again at the world 
championships at Invercargill in February 2017. 

‘I started reading his book, ‘Ozone’ and could not put it 
down. It brought back memories of my own travels in New 
Zealand, Australia, USA. and of course, Canada.’ 
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By Des Williams
It was a death notice in the Waikato 
Times more than two years ago that 
caught the eye of this self-appointed 
shearing historian – the death of a man 
named Brian Williamson [1935-2016], 
described in the notice as a ‘world 
champion shearer’. 

As one who knew, without even 
looking, that his name did not feature 
alongside Roger Cox, Snow Quinn, 
Tom Wilson and others on the world 
championships ‘Honours Board’ started 
in 1977, the reference aroused some 
curiosity. (Tom Brough won’t mind me 
mentioning he too had seen the notice 
and wondered at the story behind it.)

Well, it’s taken a couple of years, but 
we can now relate the story behind it. In 
December of 1961 Brian was working 
for Putaruru shearing contractor Fred 
Tipler and shearing alongside the likes 
of Ian Selby (who would, 15 months 
later, finish third in the Golden Shears 
open final behind Brian Waterson and 
somebody named Bosher).

In the space of about a week, Brian 
was involved in two ‘record’ tallies at 
the shed of Falconer Brothers at Waotu, 
just south-east of Putaruru. We haven’t 
found the precise date but the Matamata 
County Mail of 15 December 1961 
refers to ‘last week’, when Williamson 
and Selby together shore 850 lambs 
(425 each), which was ‘believed to be 
a record’. The County Mail described 
the day thus:

‘Putaruru shearing contractor, Mr RF 

Tipler, was a witness of the deeds. He 
said afterwards that this was the first 
time that two shearers, working together 
had each shorn over 400 sheep in a nine-
hour working day. He stressed that the 
record would apply to normal working 
conditions only.The general opinion at 
the shearing shed was that conditions 
are made easier when special attempts 
on records are tried. 

‘Both shearers made 400 lambs their 
target for the day. Mr Selby is rated 
among the top six shearers in New 
Zealand, although admirers of his 
efficient, unhurried style state that he 
has never made record-breaking his aim.  
Prior to this, his top daily shearing figure 
was 360. It was stated that only about 
three Waikato shearers have shorn 400 
sheep in a day. The shearers began work 
at 5 am.  By breakfast, two hours later, 
they had both shorn 98 lambs.  They both 
exceeded the 80 mark in the runs of one 
and three-quarter hours which followed. 
They both reached the 400 mark at 4.20 
pm.  At 4.55 pm with 425 on the board, 
they called it a day.

‘During the afternoon’s heat, shearing 
at top speed must have been the hardest 
of work. An occasional swig at a bottle 
of lemon drink and having their backs 
periodically sponged down by a shed 
hand were the shearers’ only concessions 
to the conditions. At their rate of pay, the 
shearers earned 18 pounds 1shilling and 
3 pence each for the day.’

Brian Williamson later found other 
things to do besides shearing sheep!

Brian Williamson’s Shearer’s Certificate, 
signed in 1959 by Claude Waite, Harry 
Wardell and Principal Alan Stewart.

The report noted the sheep were very 
woolly at the points. ‘This wool was 
generally removed in advance when 
records were being attempted,’ an 
observer noted. ‘Both the shearers were 
emptying their pens.  Under special 
conditions, pens were kept full so as to 
save the shearers time when they went 
to haul out their sheep.’

The following Tuesday (12 December) 
Williamson and Selby were at it again, 
this time in a four-stand tally of 1476 
‘heavy romney ewes’ at the same shed, 
with English visitor Les Ramsden and 
local man, George Harrison. Selby rang 
the board with 400; Williamson 372, 
Ramsden 353 and Harrison 351.

The Putaruru Press of 15 December 
1961 reported:

This team effort would certainly be a 
shearing record for the Putaruru district. 
The sheep were second shear ewes with 
eight months’ growth of wool on them. 
Mr RF Tipler, said yesterday that he was 
talking to Mr Godfrey Bowen at Levin by 
telephone on Tuesday night and told him 
about the effort.  ‘He said that it was a 
jolly fine one,’ Mr Tipler said.

The report mentioned how Mr 
Ramsden had been shearing in the 
Putaruru district for three months and 
was about to head for Southland and 
spend some time shearing there before 
returning to England in April.

‘My best tally in England was 227 
sheep and as I shore 353 on Tuesday, 
I must have improved considerably. I 
credit Mr Selby with the considerable 
improvements in my shearing technique.’

We have experienced  staff available for 
shearing crossbreeds & Merinos.

We pride ourselves in going the extra mile!

Operating 2 Hecton Tandem  
Crutching Trailers.  

Servicing South  Canterbury through to Otago.  
Inviting new and existing customers to give us a call.

07
14

23
C

73
27

Brian Williamson’s big days
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Brian Williamson was born at Te Awamutu in 1935, the 
eldest of three boys and two girls raised by Ray and Alice 
Williamson. Brian’s early years were spent at several locations 
as his father moved about in search of work – Ngaruawahia, 
Rotowaro, Te Rapa and (in 1945) to Ruawaro, where his father 
managed an 800-acre sheep and beef property, half broken in 
and half still in native bush, including kauri and ti-tree.

In June 1948 the family shifted to Pah Farm, near Matamata, 
which Brian came to regard as his home town. There he 
completed his intermediate and secondary schooling, finishing 
in form five at Matamata College. He described this part of his 
life in some family biographical notes:

‘My Dad had been given the job of sheep farm manager 
for an estate. This covered all the normal duties of fencing, 
cropping, stock movements etc.  It was a great job and my 
father was excellent at it. This farm was run as a sheep farm 
and a dairy farm with a sharemilker on one half. The total 
farm was 500 acres.  

‘[Shortly after] we arrived at Pah Farm there was an excema 
outbreak with eventually 1300 sheep dying.  Every day dead 
sheep were taken to the tip at the back of the farm.  In July 
1948 the shearers shore the remaining ewes.  After shearing, 
the ewes were sent to the boiling down works. This totally 
wiped the farm of sheep and we had to start all over again.’  

After leaving school at approximately 15 years of age Brian 
did various jobs – including a mechanic’s labourer position at 
Waharoa Garage, which taught him a lot about mechanics and 
motors. Then followed some years as a rabbiter for the Peria 
Rabbit Board based at Matamata. It was while working for 
Tom and Astrid Clark of Taotaoroa Road, Hinuera, that Brian 
learned to shear sheep.

Brian credits Colin Brockelsby from Hinuera as the man 
who taught him to shear, but he also attended a ‘senior course 
for shearers’ at Massey Agricultural College in February 1959, 
graduating with a ‘Qualified Shearer’s Certificate’ signed 
by NZ Wool Board chairman Harry Wardell (a farmer from 
Omarama), Claude Waite (NZWB instructor and examiner), 
and Massey Principal, Alan (later Sir Alan) Stewart.

‘After a few years I moved to Putaruru to shear for contractor, 
Fred Tipler, starting off with three shearers.  The numbers in 
other shearing gangs grew as needed and eventually several 
gangs with up to a dozen shearers worked in the area and based 
[themselves] in Putaruru. There was great competition amongst 
shearers from different gangs, all part of the spirit of shearing 
and the competitive life amongst the shearers.  

‘Towards the end of my shearing days I had experience of 
shearing in the Wairarapa. After this I took over Fred Tipler’s 
shearing gang. I left the shearing industry after 12 years, at 
which time ‘the family’ had begun arriving.

Brian’s brother John sometimes joined him in the sheds 
but was more often ‘rousie’ than shearer. ‘Though I did go 
to Golden Shears one year [1980s?] with my two sons who 
were shearing, just to make it a sort of family event,’ John 
Williamson recalls. ‘That was no place for me – I was far too 
nervous. Don’t even know where I finished – probably last, 
my hand was shaking that much.’ 

When the newly-formed Tokoroa Wool & Skin Company 
opened its doors on 6 October 1969, Brian was its first manager. 
Not only dealing in wool and skins, the company took in scrap 
metal, sacks, bottles, rags and clothing.

Brian’s time in the years after he gave up shearing was 
divided many ways – fishing, tramping and hunting in the 
great outdoors, cricket supporter to grandchildren, supporter 

of mountain safety radio for 20 years, cutter and distributor 
of firewood to family, friends and needy members of the 
community. He was a fixer of things broken. 

Brian worked for some time in the carpenters’ shop at New 
Zealand Forest Products, and then for many years was a popular 
groundsman at Tokoroa High School. When the Williamson 
boys played rugby at Forest View High School, Brian was the 
team’s happy Manager.

Above all was time given to his family – to Heather, his wife 
of 52 years and their three sons, twins Alan and Peter (deceased) 
and Simon, as well as the grand-children and extended family.

Brian Williamson (left) and younger brother John – tally 
men during the duck shooting season!
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Jeff ‐ 027 4920758 
Office ‐ 021 414914  jeffdorset@xtra.co.nz 

 

We support all that is best in shearing 

 Drug Free Gangs 
 H&S Policy systems in place 
 Proven shearing & woolhandling services 

 A true drug free environment 
(Mandatory tes�ng by NZTDDA) 

 Above NZSCA recommended rates 
 Accommoda�on, food, transport, 

emeries ‐ all provided at no expense 
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By Mark Robinson
The New Zealand Shearing Contractors’ 
Association staged its first Executive 
Committee meeting for the year in 
late February. The agenda was full, 
with many agenda items centred 
around activities associated with the 
upcoming annual conference to be held 
in Christchurch on 15-16 May 2019.
 
Conference Speakers
The Association is delighted with the 
quality of speakers for the Conference, 
with the overall theme centred around 
The Future. Presenters and workshops 
will address many of the challenges in 
the industry and try to provide members 
with the skills and different ways of 
thinking to address these. Topics will 
include employment matters, health and 
safety, animal welfare, overseas labour 
and the future of the wool industry from 
a range of view-points. 

We are also proud to offer speakers 
such as All Blacks Coach Steve Hansen, 
New Zealander of the Year, Mike King 
(speaking on mental wellness and 
addiction), Black Ferns 7’s Captain 
(and capable shearer!) Sarah Hirini (nee 
Goss) – speaking on women working 
in traditionally male dominated areas – 
and Dave Wild (well-regarded futurist 
in the agri-sector). So a fantastic line-up 
of high-profile New Zealanders who 
will be complemented by a number 
of well-known industry specialists, 
all focused on how we can make the 
industry and our members businesses, 
better…for more details go to 

https://www.nzshearing.co.nz/.

Pay Rates
At the Conference we will also be 
discussing pay rates for the upcoming 
season. The lifting of rates last year 
resulted in a lot of publicity about the 
issues of labour shortages in the sector. 
Anecdotally, there is some evidence that 
the increase has helped retain and attract 
people to work in New Zealand.

Despite the positivity around this 
there is also some evidence that some 
employers are not paying entitlements 
or signing fair employment contracts 
with staff. This is a concern for the 
Association and something it will be 
continually looking to address. MBIE 
made strong signals last year that it 
would heavily regulate this area through 

labour inspectors and so the Association 
is looking to understand what MBIE’s 
follow-up strategy to this is because it 
doesn’t seem that this has occurred.

Of-course, the Association is also 
very aware of the position and views 
of farmers during these deliberations 
and will be looking for feedback from 
Federated Farmers. If contractors (or 
farmers) have any observations about 
these issues then please feel free to 
e-mail us on contactus@nzshearing.
co.nz or touch base with one of the 
Association’s Executive Committee 
members with your feedback.

Health and Safety
The Association is also looking at re-
energising its new initiatives in the health 
and safety area which were developed 
late last year – namely Tahi Ngatahi 
and the Safety Charter. Directions on 
how to join these can also be found 
at https://www.nzshearing.co.nz/ 
and will be topics at the Conference. 
General feedback has been that the 

NZSCA News

Mark Robinson (CEO, NZSCA)

Association has developed very good 
products in this area but the challenge 
is now to ensure that membership grows 
in these areas.

Other Issues
There are a range of other areas to which 
the Association is devoting significant 
resource at present. Two more prevalent 
initiatives are: 
• The development and funding of 

a nationally integrated training 
programme for the industry, and

• Related to the above, making a 
submission on the recent review 
of the vocational education training 
sector; and

• Working at representing the 
industry by submitting feedback 
on the proposed changes to the 
employer-assisted temporary work 
visa system and regional workface 
planning. 

The training area is complex but seen 
as critical in providing the long-term 
workforce that supports the sustainability 
of the sector. Currently, a sub-committee 
of the Executive Committee is working 
with Elite Shearing – as its preferred 
training provider – having a wide range 
of discussions with government agencies 
in the education and primary industry 
sectors and stakeholders in the wool 
meat industries. 

We are optimistic that with the current 
shake-up of the training sector there 
is growing recognition of the need to 
align training more directly with the 
needs of employers and industry. There 
is currently no time line for completion 
of this work but the Association and 
Elite Training certainly recognise the 
importance of the need and regard it as 
a matter of urgency.

Annual General Meeting
Wed/Thur 15/16 May 2019

Distinction Hotel, 14 The Square, Christchurch
New or prospective members welcome. Contact Cheryl Christie 
(Secretary) for further information. contactus@nzshearing.co.nz

Tel 027 263 7634
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Tahi Ngātahi update
By Juliet Young
Online injury prevention programme 
Tahi Ngātahi recently celebrated 
reaching 510 users, a milestone for the 
programme, but it’s on a mission to have 
every wool shed in the country logged in. 

It’s six months since the web-based 
programme, a partnership between 
farmers, shearing contractors and 
government was launched to prevent 
injuries in the wool growing and 
harvesting industry.

Programme co-ordinator Bronwyn 
Campbell says recent additions to the 
programme include a support line for 
employers to help them get the most 
out of the tools available and to enable 
them to implement injury and illness 
prevention activities in their business.  

‘We’ve had great support from 
contractors and the industry. Now we’re 
encouraging those shearing contractors 
who’ve signed on to connect their 
farmer clients and staff in, and those 
who haven’t got around to signing up 
yet to log in and get started,’ she says. 
‘The website has been designed to 
be pretty straight forward but we’ve 
got support just a phone call away for 
anyone who needs it.’

Bronwyn says a key strength of the 
programme is the connections and 
information-sharing that contractors can 
utilise with both staff and farmer clients. 

‘When a farmer updates the Woolshed 
Warrant of Fitness after fixing something 
in the woolshed, shearers can see that 
instantly online. A contractor can see 
when shed staff have completed their 
training, and shed staff can also share 
that with a prospective employer.

‘We’re using technology here to 

help shearing teams and farmers 
communicate with each other and 
meet their obligations easily, while also 
making our industry safer.’

The technology also clearly identifies 
where health and safety responsibilities 
lie in the woolshed. Employers who 
sign up can expect a phone call to help 
them get started and to talk through their 
plans to keep themselves and their staff 
healthy at work. 

The Tahi Ngātahi programme was 
welcomed and celebrated at the 2019 
Golden Shears in Masterton, and 
will have a stand at the New Zealand 
Shearing Contractors’ Association 
annual conference and AGM in 
Christchurch on 15-16 May 2019.  

Tahi  Ngātahi ,  meaning ‘one 
together’, is a partnership between the 
New Zealand Shearing Contractors’ 
Association and Federated Farmers, 
and is supported by ACC and WorkSafe.

It’s been developed for farmers, 
shearers and their staff to ensure they are 
using best practice to prevent injuries in 
the workplace, and the part everyone 
plays in achieving this.

Bronwyn Campbell says most injuries 
occurring in and around the woolshed 
are preventable, including common 
injuries like sprains, strains and wound 
injuries. There’s been good support from 
shearing contractors for the programme, 
she says. ‘Now the challenge is to reach 
out to everyone involved in this work 
and get them on board so that we’re 
all working together to reduce injuries.  

You can sign up to Tahi Ngātahi at 
www.tahingatahi.co.nz where you’ll 
find programme contacts, and follow 
the programme on Facebook. 

New Zealand Shearing Contractor’s Association chairman Mark Barrowcliffe and 
Tahi Ngātahi co-ordinator Bronwyn Campbell check out Tahi Ngātahi on a tablet 
at the recent Golden Shears in Masterton.

The Regional Trophy
Does anyone know the whereabouts of 
the Shearing Sports Regional Trophy? 
That simple question to Shearing 
magazine came in an email from Eileen 
Smith. And because the editor is old, 
he knew immediately what Eileen was 
‘on about’. The Regional Trophy, a 
carved wood handpiece (kauri, possibly), 
donated by Agrisales Ltd in 1990 to mark 
the contribution to the shearing industry 
by Northland identity, Mr Alec Cullen. 
Donated as a prize for a regional teams 
competition held at the time of the 1990 
Commonwealth Games in Auckland.

Considerable interest was shown in 
the trophy during the early 1990s. The 
East Coast and ‘Sunshine Coast’ (aka 
Bay of Plenty) featured in defences and 
challenges, and a South Island regional 
team including the formidable Kevin 
Walsh came to Tauranga about 1993 
and left empty-handed.

Then in 2000, the trophy was held by 
the Southern North Island region until 
the East Coasters represented by Jamie 
and Ailsa Fleming, Sheree Stevens 
and Stu Kirkpatrick came to Carterton 
and made a successful challenge. 
(Teams were to comprise open and 
senior shearers with open and junior 
woolhandlers. Methinks there was no 
senior woolhandling grade when the 
competition rules were devised.)

At some time in the past the ‘Agrisales 
Trophy’ became the ‘Tru-Test’ Trophy 
and the terms and conditions of the 
trophy last appeared in the 2011/2012 
edition of the Shearing Sports New 
Zealand competition directory.

This writer ’s comment in the 
November 2000 Shearing magazine 
seems to be relevant still: ‘The trophy 
has to be one of the classiest non-silver 
pieces of sporting hardware anywhere 
in New Zealand and deserves a higher 
profile than it presently carries.

So, who can answer Eileen Smith’s 
question – where is the regional trophy? 
And maybe more importantly, is it still 
a sought-after trophy?  When we find 
the present holder, which region wants 
to lodge a challenge? (Des Williams)
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GRANT MOORE SHEARING
Winton, Southland

• Grant Moore Shearing is looking for keen reliable staff for the 
busy main shear season, December through to end of March. 
We are paying on and above the recommended new pay 
rates to our staff and also entitlements. Meals are provided 
and we have some accommodation available.

• We have recently taken over Integrity Shearing in Ohai and 
will have continuity of work through most of the year. 

• We have also taken on a full-time Manager Chas Tohiariki 
with 15 years experience in the Training sector and many 
more as a shearer. We see this as a win win for our clients 
and our staff and will be able to offer training and support 
on daily basis.

• We will strive to offer the best service for our clients and 
a safe, positive, happy, work environment for all our staff. 

Any questions or queries, message or phone us 
Grant +64 273 450 963 or Chas +64 277 474 471

Experienced staff required for our busy King Country and 
Waikato-based Mainshear, November-February. Excellent 
conditions, meals and transport provided.

Phone Troy Simmons, 021 175 9162 or  07 873 8624
email: otorohangashearing@hotmail.co.nz

Letters: 
Dear Editor: I read with interest in your recent edition that 
you do not get a lot of mail so I thought I might pass on some 
information that might be of interest. As I have sent you a 
photo of the Wolseley No 6 handpiece (see below) similar 
to the one used by Bill Higgins, I would like to recount a 
story we were told about him.

It happened when I was shearing for Jack Harrison and 
Wally Smith in the late 1950s, early 1960s. We were in a 
shed at Maxwell, out from Whanganui, owned by the estate 
of a Mr Moore and managed by a Dick McKay. We also 
shore the sheep from two neighbouring properties in the 
district at that shed, so we were there for quite some time.

It was a four-stand with a Lister diesel motor providing 
the power. On the beam holding the machines was a name 
with the tally 272 beside it. We were told Mr Moore had 
once said to Bill Higgins, ‘Beat that tally and I will give 
you a bottle of whisky.’ To which Higgins replied: ‘Make it 
two bottles and I will beat it by 100,’ which he then did. He 
then went on to do more than 400 in a shed near Waverley.
Ash Nicholson
Whangaparoa

In a separate letter, Mr Nicholson enclosed a photo of a 
Wolseley No 6 handpiece which has been in his possession 
for a long time. He had read with interest [Shearing 
November 2108] about the sculpture done by Haratia 
Mullins, partner of Charles Wipaki. 

‘The old Wolseley handpiece has the name R Wipaki filed 
into the barrel. It must be very old, it has a Stuart plate on it 
(instead of forks), designed by George Stuart. Bill Higgins 
used one of these when he shore the first 400. They are longer 
in the barrel than a No 10 but he was a big man. I read a 
small book he once had printed for the Wolseley Shearing 
Company, where he said he left as much wool as possible 
to the long blow, sat the four leading teeth of the No 6 comb 
on the skin and shore as much as possible off there.’

Mr Nicholson adds that if the Wipaki whanau can identify 
‘R Wipaki’ as one of their own he will gladly surrender the 
handpiece back to the family. Contact Ash Nicholson at PO 
Box 196, Whangaparoa 0943.

 Wolesley No. 6 handpiece, engraved with the name ‘R Wipaki’
Shearing’s first ‘400’ man. We will have more about the 
legendary Bill Higgins in our ‘100th issue’, August 2019.
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MICHELLE 
SHEARING LTD

Milton, Otago

• Reliable and motivated Mainshear staff required
• Lakefront accommodation available
• Work with professional and approachable teams
• Zero drug policy

Contact: Kelvin on 03 417 8312 or 027 435 0387

Eddie Reidy (1941-2018) All-Round Champion
Shearing published an Eddie Reidy ‘career retrospective’ in 
its April 2017 edition. We won’t repeat the information here 
but instead mark Eddie’s passing in December 2018 with 
a briefer tribute. (There are still copies of the 2017 edition 
available for readers wanting to read a copy of that story.)

Eddie was Golden Shears open champion 1973 and a final-
ist on four other occasions, including runner-up 1971; Caltex 
National champion 1974 and third in 1976; Western Shears 
open champion 1970. Runner-up at New Zealand Merino 
Shears 1975 and the National Lamb Shear at Raglan 1974. 
Full wool, second shear, fine wool and lambs – does that 
suggest the man could shear anything and everything put in 
front of him? And shear it with quality?

Nearly twenty years before this writer met Eddie Reidy 
in person, he’d heard his name on National Radio – no live 
streaming back then! It was the Golden Shears open final of 
1971 when the New Zealand public was ‘treated’ to about 10 
minutes of Godfrey Bowen’s commentary. Listening in on 
a mate’s car radio: ‘Just look at Eddie Reidy down there on 
stand five – the smallest man on the board and he’s showing 
everybody else how to shear sheep!’

And that he was, Godfrey Bowen – all except for Snow 
Quinn, that is, who beat him to the purple ribbon by 13 one-
hundredths of a point. Or as Quinn himself later suggested: 
‘Like winning the 100 metres by the width of the tape!’

Sadly, the ‘smallest man on the board’ passed away on 
18 December 2018, just a few weeks away from his 78th 
birthday.  RIP Eddie Reidy – Master Shearer, legend of the 
industry. (Des Williams)

The young Eddie Reidy (4th left, about 1957 or 1958) – 
smallest man on this board, too – giving shearing instructor 
Ivan Bowen his full attention.

Work available in the 
Gisborne region for 
quality shearers and 

shedhands

All enquiries welcome

Phone Beau on 
027 842 4172

‘Mate, can you make them about 35 mils wider? You might 
have to add three teeth ...’  Eddie Reidy (right) at the 
Sunbeam factory in Sydney, on the way home from Golden 
Shears Euroa in 1974, with New Zealand team mates Norm 
Blackwell, Samson Te Whata and Don Morrison. And they 
are thinking, ‘What a bloody good idea, Eddie!’

These blokes shore against Eddie Reidy in a few finals 
around the country in the 1970s – Golden Shears open 
champions Martin Ngataki (1980) and Tom Brough (1976), 
pictured back at Masterton for the 2019 ‘Shears’.
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Manawatu Shearing gang at Pati Tapu Station, Alfredton. Back left: Darren Gerke, 
Sid Govenor, Sam Mafi, Daniel Astwood, Wilton Weeks and Andy Burton. Front left: 
Sean Ranginui, Paula Millen, Dianne Flutey, Sam Hills and Shannon Bradford.

Made in New Zealand

silver 
fern 

shearing 
gear 

stands 
the test 
of time

Munro Shearing gang at Taihape. Back left, people you can’t see – Sheree Alabaster, 
Damon Wipaki. People you can see: Taylor Transom, Jayon Hurinui, Kam Mosen, 
Geoff, Ferg Munro, Stu Munro. Middle row: Buddah Peehi, Will Duncan, Moo 
Dempster, Toia Keefe, Pom Capper. Front: Tom Campbell, Mae Wipaki, Norma Rata, 
Jamie McLean. (It’s five o’clock somewhere,’ as Jimmy Buffett would say.)

• Positions available for shearers and shedhands 
with good work ethics

• Excellent accommodation, meals and transport 
provided

• Free wi-fi
• Opportunity to upskill with in-shed training
• All stats and entitlements paid where applicable

 Phone: David on 027494 3200
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The All-new Icon FX - Now available 
from leading Heiniger stockists.

Unleash Your Potential.
The redesigned slimmer barrel provides 
better handpiece balance and new 
levels of comfort and ergonomics to 
reduce strain and give you superior 
manoeuvrability, control and grip.
Increase Your Tallies.
The overall lighter FX requires less 
effort and time to start and stop each 
blow, helping you shear more efficiently 
and maximise tallies.
Your Ultimate Handpiece.
With countless hours of research, 
development and testing, the FX 
pushes the boundaries of shearing while 
continuing the world-renowned legacy 
of the Icon - the same Swiss quality, 
precision and reliability that Heiniger 
is known for.

Evo Cover Promotion
The Evo cover promotion is still 
available, Hurry into your local Heiniger 
stockists to get yours today!
The Heiniger ‘We’ve got you covered’ 
gives you 3 options to get your hands 
on an Evo Shearing Cover:

1. Receive a FREE Evo cover with any 
purchase of a Heiniger Evo Shearing 
Plant.
2. With any proof of prior Evo 
Purchase or submitted warranty card, 
get the Evo cover with a 40% discount.

3. Purchase the Evo Cover at full 
retail price. Available to anyone 
who has a Heiniger or non-Heiniger 
shearing plant as the covers are 
designed to fit most modern shearing 
heads and downtubes.

Heiniger Winter Combs with LG2
With the Winter comb season upon us, 
get the job done easily with the Isobar, 
the Blizzard, the Crusader and the 
Highlander from Heiniger. 

All these Winter combs have Heiniger’s 
patented LG2 technology which reduces 
grease build-up on the back of the comb, 
provides superior entry and flow and 
allows the comb to sit better on the pelt 
of the sheep. 
It is very important to note that Winter 
combs should only be paired with 
suitable cutters like the Heiniger Edge 
or Xtreme.

Acutecc Grinder
Enhance your ability to get on the radius 
of the disc with the Heiniger Acutecc 
with A.R.T (Arc Radius Technology). 
The improved, longer mast height 
delivers more consistent movement of 
the pendulum along with radius line 
enhancing the hollow when sharpening
combs and cutters.

Getting Your Icon Winter Ready
Heiniger has some helpful tips to 
save you both time and money. As 
you finish the flat comb season, your 
Icon Handpiece will have had some 
serious use and it will pay to check the 
following parts for wear before you start 
your Winter shearing:

1. Bearing Wear – remove the back 
joint and check the front bearing for 
movement on crank shaft. Excessive 
wear will cause vibration and lack 
of cut. Replace bearing if necessary.

2. Tension – This is the most important 
part of the handpiece operation. 
Remove
tension sleeve and tension pin and 
check for excess wear. This will result 
in a lack of tension and reduce cutting 
ability. Re-grease and/or replace parts 
if necessary.
3. Cogs – check for excess wear as 
this will cause increased vibration and 
will also reduce the cutting ability, 
Replace if necessary.
4. Lifter – if using a Heiniger lifter 
this Winter be sure to use the correct 
comb screws. These comb screws are 
longer than the normal comb screws 
and will secure the lifter correctly to 
the handpiece. 
The screws are black and can be 
sourced from any local rural merchant. 
Using correct screws will ensure you 
do not strip the comb screw thread in 
your handpiece.

It is a fact that Winter combs will wear a 
handpiece more than flat combs. Using 
Heiniger’sWinter comb profiles with 
LG2 will eliminate chatter, improve cut 
and reduce wear to your Icon Shearing 
Handpiece.

Heiniger News for Ewes
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(By Doug Laing, Glenda Betts and Des Williams)
Former world championships blade shearing finalist Billy 
Michelle died at Timaru on 25 January 2019 after losing a 
battle with pancreatic cancer. His death came a matter of 
weeks after his illness was diagnosed.

Despite a real fear of flying, Michelle represented New 
Zealand at three consecutive world shearing and wool-
handling championships abroad, being a member of New 
Zealand teams at Edinburgh, Scotland (2003), Toowoomba, 
Australia (2005) and Bjerkreim (Norway) in 2008. 

He was fifth in the individual final at Edinburgh; sixth 
at Toowoomba and, with fellow South Canterbury blade 
shearer Peter Race, of Fairlie, was third in the teams’ event 
at Bjerkreim.

Billy was still competing up until 2017, when he shore in 
the New Zealand Spring Shears blades final at Waimate and 
the national lamb shearing blades final at Fairlie. But he hadn’t 
won a competition since collecting the big treble of the New 
Zealand Merino Championships, the Spring Shears and the 
Canterbury Show’s New Zealand Corriedale Championships 
in just over a month during October-November 2011.

Upon heading to the woolsheds at the age of 15 or 16, Billy 
was taught the blade shearing craft by his uncle, Jimmy Deer. 
He shore for more than 40 years with the blades and only tried 
the machines on the rarest of occasions. Between seasons he 
would usually be employed at the freezing works. He shore 
for noted blades contractor Donny Hammond and then with 
Tom Rarere, when Tom took over Donny’s run.

One of Billy’s proudest moments came in 2008 when he 
was proclaimed a Master Blade Shearer by Shearing Sports 
New Zealand, thus emulating the achievement of the uncle 
who taught him to shear.

Glenda Betts was unable to attend Billy’s funeral at Timaru, 
but had a good ‘yak’ on the phone with her mate shortly 
before he died. She recalls how Billy was shearing for Ron 
Hill in the early days and gradually realised he had quite 
a knack for the craft and quickly became a very talented 
shed shearer. Glenda’s favourite memory: ‘A day before the 
Waimate Show – which Billy had entered – we were shearing 
at Godley Peaks. Mick Bowie did something we had never 
seen before – he stopped shearing during the run after lunch, 
went to the stand where Billy was shearing and said, “If you 
are going to Waimate, you should win, but you need to ‘show 
shear’ up the neck”. In shed shearing we used to cut out the 
opening blows up the neck because it creates second cuts. 

‘The shearers all went silent, while Mick insisted that Billy 
‘show blow the neck’ over four or five sheep with the first two 
blows higher above the neck wrinkle – with the top blade flat 
on the skin and no second cutting on the last side.

‘We, the other shearers carried on, using the opportunity 
to put some sheep around Mick, who always set the pace as 
ringer. Outcome was, Mick still rung the board and Billy 
Michelle won Waimate for the first time. That was in 1984. 
In all, he appeared in 20 Waimate open finals between 1984 
and 2017, winning again in 2003, 2007, 2008 and 2011.

Long-time New Zealand representative, Tony Dobbs of 
Fairlie, described Billy as ‘irreplaceable’. ‘Every sheep that 
he shore would go out well-shorn. He made sure he had pride 
in the job, and he expected others to do the same thing. 

No Plate final for Billy Michelle

Memorable night for Billy Michelle at Omarama, 1996

Billy Michelle shearing for New Zealand at the world 
championships, Scotland, 2003.
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Peter Race said Michelle was a great travelling companion, 
always the entertainer, and known on the board for his fierce 
approach in the finals. ‘When Bill made the final, you always 
knew the pace would be on.’

And this writer enjoyed some memorable occasions with 
Billy. We discovered a mutual interest in a liquid product 
from Scotland that night in 1996 when he won the New 
Zealand Merino Blades title at Omarama. We travelled to 
world championships at Edinburgh 2003 and Toowoomba 
2005 and ‘we’ saw him shear sheep in a few other places. But 
the enduring memory comes not from when he had sheep on 
the board or blades in hand.

Billy Michelle (second right) in world class company at 
Edinburgh, 2003. Others from left: Elliot Ntsombo, Elias 
Hans, Samuel Nkomoyi, Peter Race and Tom McKellar.

Scene: Large, crowded restaurant somewhere in Edinburgh, 
a smallish group of New Zealanders (team and supporters) in 
town for a meal. Billy becomes entranced by the restaurant 
staff who gather up the empty plates from tables, stack them 
four-five-six (I’m guessing) on extended arms and weave 
their way between chairs, tables, bobbing heads and other 
obstacles back to the kitchen.

Billy observes the empty ‘main course’ plates on our table 
and decides he wants to have a go at that himself. Team 
manager John Fagan immediately senses the potential for 
disaster and warns Billy against doing so. Billy insists. 
Another warning, more severe this time. By now Billy has 
three plates loaded on his left arm and the manager’s words 
are obviously falling on deaf ears. Then, with all plates loaded 
and plotting his preferred route through the throng to the 
kitchen, Billy sets off. By this stage the manager has made 
it very clear where Billy’s immediate future lies, should he 
drop the plates. Billy is merely expressing the determination 
for which he has long been known in the sheds.

With barely a falter Billy sidesteps his way across 20 metres 
of restaurant floor and deposits his armful of plates at the 
kitchen. Returns to our table with just the barest of smirks 
visible on his face. I give his foot an approving little nudge 
under the table as he sits down.

(Belated confession, the two of us had earlier ‘rung a couple 
of Bells’ together back at the Oatridge College quarters before 
proceeding into that Scottish night.) 

Billy had been informed just prior to Christmas 2018 that 
the advanced stage of his cancer meant, in all probability, he 
had but months to live. About one month, as it turned out. 
He is survived by his wife, Debbie.

RIP Billy Michelle, master wool clipper and plate carrier!

Phone: 027 862 3424

We’re looking for friendly & 
reliable people who like to take 

pride in their work. 

Our busiest times are main 
shear (late Nov to early Feb) and 
second shear (late April to early 
July), but we love to hear from 

keen people at any time.

We have positions for shearers, 
woolhandlers and woolpressers. 

Top pay rates, transport and 
food supplied. Accommodation 

available.
Call or text to book in and 

“Get Shearin’ with Kieran!” 

Blades gang at Godley Peaks, 1985. Back left: Jan Darlington (wool classer), 
Mick Bowie (shearer), Donald McTaggart (presser), not known (woolhandler), 
not known (woolhandler), Jerry Ironside (shearer) and not known (woolhandler). 
Middle: Sue Bedient (shearer), Glenda Betts (shearer) and Bella (woolhandler). 
Front left: Kevin Birch (shearer), John Waters (shearer), Billy Michelle (shearer), 
Jim Bool (shearer).
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  Buck Naked       ....    and     ....         Doug Deep       

Were you there in 1963 when young Pam 
Herlihy showed up at Golden Shears and 
shore with the boys in heat six?

Oh yeah nah, definitely!

Wide-combing it with ... © Last Side Publishing 2019

By Des Williams
Mokau Village, North Taranaki Coast (Waikato Region, 
actually), population 400. Many of whom crammed into the 
Mokau Hall on 10 March 2019 to pay tribute to the late Pam 
Warren, famous local citizen.

Coinciding with the start of a six-month display at the 
Mokau Museum featuring Pam’s exploits as a record-setting 
shearer, the occasion was embellished with kai, tribute 
speeches and a screening of She Shears.

Pam [Herlihy] actually got her start in the sheds at 16, 
shed-handing for Colin Bosher, enjoying the age-old tradition 
of shearing last sides, then last sheep before smoko before 
graduating to a stand when someone else failed to turn up 
for work. On her first full day she tallied 162 but had to wait 
quite a while before getting another opportunity. (The story 
emerged also during the evening how Pam would somehow 
manage to ‘miss the school bus’ whenever shearing was taking 
place on the family farm!)

By the time she was 18 Pam was shearing full time, mainly 
with Ray Pratt and Robert Battley around the Awakino area 
and then, as a 19-year-old, took herself off to Masterton for the 
Golden Shears in 1963. She had already enjoyed some success 
at other competitions, including Ohura, Taumarunui, Aria and 
Pukekohe. Pam shore in heat six of the junior championship 
but failed to advance into the semi-finals. But history had 
already been made – Pam being the first woman to take part 
in a Golden Shears competition. 

And though she vowed at the time her 1963 experience was 
a ‘oncer’ Pam did go back, in 1970, having hardly shorn a 
sheep in the years since. She had, in the meantime, married 
local farmer Bob Warren and produced two boys, Andrew and 
Darryn. In the intermediate division, Pam shore eight sheep 
at a nearby shed before competing in her heat and making it 
through to the semi-finals.

By now back in the sheds on a regular basis, Pam Warren 
ventured into the realms of big tallies when she shore a 
women’s world record of 344 lambs in nine hours at Pioi 
Station, a coastal property north of Awakino. That effort she 
laughed at years later, having done 400 lambs and 350 ewes 
on a regular basis in the sheds. She put the lesser tally down to 
the added pressure of shearing under world record conditions. 

In January 1972, at the same shed, Pam joined with Ata 
Monds, Barbara Marsh, Lois Boyd and Kristell Sargison to 
set a women’s five-stand record of 1261 ewes, with her own 
contribution being 322. That put her into the open class at 
Golden Shears and after competing with the big guns in 1972 
and 1973 Pam called ‘time’ on her competition career.

Bob and Pam Warren farmed their 190-hectare Awakino 
sheep and beef property ‘Lazy Acres’ for many years and 
Pam usually did the shearing of their 1300 ewes. At the 
Mokau Hall function Bob remembered some of the good 
times they’d enjoyed on the farm together. There was never 
any doubt about who was the shearer in the family: ‘Wool 
away!’, I’d hear, and that was me. ‘Sheep-O!’ and that was 
me. ‘Smoko’ – and that was my job, too!’

Bob and Pam Warren retired to Mokau Village several years 
ago and Pam died at New Plymouth on 6 August 2016, aged 
73. Fittingly, the audience saw a glimpse of their honoured 
former resident at the start of the She Shears movie. 

Remembering Pam Warren

Bob Warren (right) with sons Andrew and Darryn

Part of the Pam Warren Memorial Tribute at Mokau Museum
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ADRIAN COX 
SHEARING LTD

has vacancies for 
experienced shearers and 

shedhands for 
stayout work on his 
fine wool run based 

in South Canterbury.
Excellent working 

conditions.

Give Adrian a 
call today!

Tel 03 614 7811

All year round work available for 
experienced and reliable staff on 
our local and stay out runs. Fine 
wool shedhands required from 
start August until end October.

Quality accommodation available. 
Friendly and safe working 

environments. 

For enquiries call Joel on 
0274 075 531

Phone Colin on 022 183 2200
or 06 879 5553

Like to come shearing in the 
sunny Hawkes Bay? 

We have jobs available from mid-
May to end of September and 
mid-October through to March for 
seasonal  staff. 

If you’d like to move here  to live 
we have permanent positions 
available for the right people. All 
you need is a good work ethic and 
your gear.

Accommodation available. 

Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Assn
Sponsor, North Island Woolhandling Circuit

Further scenes from the 35th New Zealand Championships 
at Te Kuiti, 28-30 March 2019. Top left: Electronic data 
exchange between judges Paul Grainger (departing) and 
Johnny Fraser (arriving). Note one set of eyes on the shearer 
at all times. And actually, it’s Fraser who’s departing. The 
popular Johnny is off to live in England – probably before 
you get to read this magazine. Opposite: Better known as a 
‘tally man’ in the sheds (and as a world record holder) Leon 
Samuels had everyone guessing with his performance in the 
New Zealand Shears multi-breeds circuit final. He led for all 
but the first of his 15 sheep and finished fourth overall. As 
commentator Norm Harraway explained it: ‘Whoever put guts 

into Leon Samuels was using a wide-
mouthed shovel!’ Above: Masterton’s 
David Gordon, winner of the senior 
title. He’s only a part time shearer but 
his next outing in a shearing competition 
will be in the open class.
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Proud to support N.Z. Shearing Magazine

We require staff July-October and January-May
Accommodation, travel and meals provided

Good attitude towards work and our clients essential
Reliable work and weather patterns in Central Otago

Employment Agreement based on NZSCA
Work under NZSCA ‘SHEARNZ’ programme

All enquiries welcomed. Contact Peter or Elsie
Tel 03 448 6378 Fax 03 448 9201

Email: elsie@peterlyonshearing.co.nz

Rolled Gold at Masterton

MID/SOUTH CANTERBURY

Requires quality shearers and 
woolhandlers for permanent 
or seasonal work. Good rates 

offered, must be drug free.

Phone Tony 027 693 3010

By Des Williams
Rowland Smith won the Open championship for the sixth 
time and fourth in succession. Does that bring back memories 
from 50 years ago when another man, almost as tall as Smith, 
also won six purple ribbons? The man from 50 years ago 
then decided six was enough and retired at the age of just a 
tad over 31. Brian ‘Snow’ Quinn – the man described by our 
Prime Minister of the day as ‘everything [physically] that a 
shearer shouldn’t be, except the best in the world.’

Rowland Smith has taken a year longer to get to six, and 
idle minds may ponder if, deep in the darkest recesses of the 
mind, he has the digits for 16 or 17 lurking as a finishing 
number. Rowland probably doesn’t know, and nor would it be 
even half way sensible to ask him. Let the years ahead decide.

Beside Smith on the board that night was Mark Grainger, 
the 79th man to make a Golden Shears open final in 59 years. 
Precisely half way through the final, ‘Young Mark’ in his 
first Golden Shears open final suffered a setback when his 
machine failed to pull into gear when he had number 11 on 
the board. (A problem with the long gut, someone surmised.) 
He lost perhaps 25 or 30 seconds, for which he later received 
compensation in his points calculation.

He’d been shearing blow for blow with Smith and everyone 
else on the board to that point and naturally, some wondered if 
the stoppage had ruined his chances of winning. If something 
like that had happened back in the pre-technology days of the 
Mighty Quinn, the question may have remained unanswered 
forever.

The fact is, after 10 sheep, Smith and Aaron Haynes were 
averaging 5.6 penalties outside; Stratford was averaging 7.0 
and Grainger 9.1. On the road home, Smith was nailing that 
trip to France in no uncertain manner, conceding 41 strokes 
on his last ten sheep for a final outside job of 4.850. Haynes 
added another 62 strokes to his score for 5.900 overall while 
Stratford, out in 70, came home in 53 (6.150). Grainger was 
three strokes better on his last 10 sheep than he had been for 
his first ten, for an 8.950 outside job. He was also a point 
higher on the board count (3.350)  than the others.

Buick (3rd sheep) and Kirkpatrick (5th) had already put paid 
to their chances early in the contest with expensive mistakes.

PGG Wrightson Multi-Breeds Circuit
Paerata Abraham won the PGG Wrightson National Circuit 
at his third attempt, spread over eight years. Sixth in 2011 
and fifth in 2017, the Masterton man took 50 seconds longer 
than Cam Fergusson to deal with his merinos, corriedales, 
full wools, second shears and lambs (three of each) but was 
nearly 3.5 points better with his quality to secure the victory, 
with first timer Brett Roberts capping off a successful Shears 
campaign in third place, after making the Open semi-finals. 
John Kirkpatrick claimed fourth spot (he won it in 2013) 
with another newcomer, Ringakaha Paewai fifth and Ethan 
Pankhurst sixth (slipping one place from last year).

Trans-Tasman: Toss, or Turnabout?
Most older readers will have heard of Sir Donald Bradman. 
An Aussie who played cricket before and after World War 
II. Played it quite well, actually, scored a few runs, averaged 
99.94 in 70 test innings (no, I’m not making this up) and 
captained his country many times.

Cricket tests start with the toss of a coin and he who wins 
the toss can decide if they want to bat first or bowl first. In 
some parts of the world (e.g., the ‘sub-continent’) winning 
the toss and batting first generally means game over for the 
opposition. Bradman had his own policy about what to do 
when he won the toss: ‘Nine times out of 10, when you win 
the toss, you bat first. On the tenth time, you think about the 
options, and then you still bat first.’

As one gets old and grey, one occasionally ponders whether 
things that are done in other sports could have any application 
to shearing sports. What about a Trans-Tasman shearing test, 
for instance? Could we toss a coin before a shearing test and 
let the winner decide if they would like to shear the merinos 
first, or the crossbreds first? (Practically, the coin toss would 
have to be done at least a couple of hours prior to the event. 
No problem there that I can see.)

Traditionally, the merinos have always been shorn first. 
Letting the Aussies always shear their favourite breed first at 
Masterton is like letting India bat first at Kolkata. Three days 
later it’s your turn, you’re chasing 650 and there’s only two 
days left and only one team that can possibly win from there.
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Top left descending: The consoling left arm of Rowland Smith 
acknowledging the distinguished effort of Mark Grainger in 
the latter’s first Golden Shears open final; Jeremy Goodger, 
already on the honours board 27 times for his woolpressing 
and triathlon achievements, now adds senior woolhandling 
to his titles; Adam Gordon, another all-rounder with victories 
in novice shearing and woolhandling. 

Top right descending: Brodie Horrell, Junior champion; 
victorious students, Jesse McIntyre and Conor McIntyre from 
Pukemiro receiving ribbons fron Selwyn Tomlin; victorious 
Australian Daniel McIntyre in the Trans-Tasman test. 
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Tararua Shearing Ltd
Shearers and shedhands wanted. 

Must have good work ethics 
and be reliable.

Accommodation, meals and 
transport provided.

Work from mid-November to 
end of March.

Phone Lionel or Stephanie
Home 06 376 7877
Work 06 375 8488
Cell 027 440 7021

Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association

Is there any resemblance between that situation and what 
happens in these ‘tests’, whichever side of the Tasman they 
might be held? At Golden Shears last month, both Australia 
and New Zealand team members shore 18 merinos and 18 
crossbreds (six each) in the trans-Tasman test. 

If my rough calculations from the live-stream are sufficient 
to go by, the Australian trio spent a combined time of 32 
minutes 30 seconds shearing merinos and 20 minutes 18 
seconds on their crossbreds. New Zealand, by comparison, 
took about 39 minutes 30 seconds on their fine wool and 
17 minutes 46 on the crossbreds. So, Australia had a seven 
minute/21 points advantage from the fine wools and a two 
minute 32 second deficit (7.6 points) on the crossbreds.

Australia was averaging 1 minute 48 seconds per merino 
against New Zealand’s 2 minutes 11 seconds. New Zealand 
averaged a tick under 60 seconds per crossbred against 
Australia’s 1 minute 08 seconds. After all that there was still 
only four points difference overall between the two nations 
at Masterton on Saturday night. 

For the above calculations to gather real authority, someone 
would have to do a similar comparative exercise over the past 
decade (Australia won by 16 points in 2018 and New Zealand 
by 12 points in 2017) and see if there are noticeable trends.

But, the point being so laboriously made here – the 
advantage long ago enjoyed by New Zealand on the crossbred 
sheep has been seriously eroded by Australia’s much-travelled 
and highly skilled shearers in the past decade.

So, does anything have to change? How about introducing a 
coin toss – the team that wins the toss decides if they want to 
shear merinos first, or crossbreds first. If New Zealand shore 
the crossies first and made Australia chase the game on the 
merinos … that would be an interesting spectacle. And not for 
one moment am I suggesting New Zealand chasing the game 
on their crossbreds does not make for an interesting spectacle. 
Still too complicated? Well, just let the home team choose!

 And maybe we could just juggle the numbers slightly – say, 
five merinos and seven crossbreds per team member.

Well, that’s all on that issue. Let ridicule commence!

59th Golden Shears, Masterton, 28 Feb-2Mar 2019
Shearing:
Bayleys Golden Shears Open (20 second-shear sheep): Rowland Smith, 
Maraekakaho, 59.146 1; Nathan Stratford, Invercargill, 61.537 2; Aaron 
Haynes, Feilding, 63.429 3; Mark Grainger, Te Kuiti, 64.364 4; David 
Buick, Pongaroa, 67.05 5; John Kirkpatrick, Pakipaki, 70,223 6.
PGG Wrightson National Circuit (15 sheep/five wool types): Paerata 
Abraham, Masterton, 76.687 1; Cam Fergusson, Waipawa, 77.842 2; Brett 
Roberts, Mataura, 78.694 3; John Kirkpatrick, 79.725 4; Ringakaha Paewai, 
Gore, 81.652 5; Ethan Pankhurst, Masterton, 85.813 6.
Lister Shearing Trans-Tasman (6 merino, 3 long-wool, 3 second shear): 
Australia (Jason Wingfield, Daniel McIntyre, Callum O’Brien) 226.679 pts 
beat New Zealand (Rowland Smith, Nathan Stratford, John Kirkpatrick) 
230.448 pts.
PowerCo Golden Shears Senior (12 second-shear sheep): Conor Puha, 
Kimbolton, 49.152 1; David Gordon, Masterton, 40.278 2; Jade Maguire-
Ratima, Winton, 51.587 3; Lionel Taumata, Taumarunui, 52.096 4; Alex 
Smith, Rakaia, 53.916 5; Willy Tahere, Taumarunui, 53.918 6.
Trust House Golden Shears Intermediate (8 second-shear sheep): Mark 
Ferguson, Elsthorpe, 43.778 1; Paora Moanaroa, Eketahuna, 45.715 2; Chris 
Dickson, Eketahuna, 46.397 3; Keith Swann, Wairoa, 48.752 4; Brayden 
Clifford, Gore, 50.09 5; Cullum Pritchard, Pongaroa, 50.832 6.
Farmers Weekly Golden Shears Junior (5 second-shear sheep): Brodie 
Horrell, Gore, 37.009 1; Topia Barrowcliffe, Piopio, 37.232 2; Atawhai 
Hadfield, 37.728 3; Levi King, Motu, 39.00 4; Mark Gwynne, Wales, 
39.059 5; Katie Reid, Scotland, 39.369 6.
Cydectin Golden Shears Novice (2 second-shear sheep): Adam Gordon, 
Masterton, 17.124 1; Taylor Lock, Weber, 31.225 2; Gus Berger, Ahuroa, 
37.106 3; Renee Biggs, Mangamahu, 39.099 4; Alice Watson, Blenheim, 
40.498 5; Keahrey Manson, Piopio, 41.868 6.

Abraham Shearing Golden Shears Women (6 second-shear sheep): 
Emily Welch, Waikaretu, 35.627 1; Pauline Bolay, Canada, 37.374 2; 
Laura Bradley, Woodville, 41.092 3; Sarah Higgins, Blenheim, 42,84 4; 
Jills Angus Burney, Masterton, 46.677 5; Jackie Paku, Wairoa, 56.309 6.
MSD Coopers YFC Blue Ribbon (6 second-shear): Jack Fagan, te Kuiti, 
30.179 1; Brett Roberts, 30.436 2; Hemi Braddick, Eketahuna, 33.102 3; 
Jimmy Samuels, 33.462 4; Tegwyn Bradley, Woodville, 33.638 5; Ethan 
Pankhurst, 34.346 6.
Woolhandling:
CP Wool Trans-Tasman Woolhandling (4 merinos, 4 long-wool): New 
Zealand (Joel Henare, Sheree Alabaster) 356.9 pts beat Australia (Melanie 
Morris, Sophie Huf) 412.0 pts.
Shear Expertise Golden Shears Open (6 long-wool fleeces, 4 second-
shear): Joel Henare, Gisborne, 114.92 1; Ana Braddick, Eketahuna, 212.6 
2; Chelsea Collier, Gore, 239.9 3; Candy Hiri, Mataura, 269.9 4.
Johnson Brothers world championships selection (7 long-wool fleeces); 
Pagan Karauria, Alexandra, 142.62 1; Sheree Alabaster, Taihape, 164.2 2; 
Keryn Herbert, Te Kuiti, 181.3 3; Chelsea Collier, 187.68 4.
Gibbs Honeybees North Island Open Circuit (3 long-wool fleeces, 
3 second-shear): Sheree Alabaster, 159.38 1; Pagan Karauria, 185.8 2; 
Eremiha Neho (Dannevirke) 199.5 3; Keryn Herbert 255.98 4.
Te Puni Kokiri Golden Shears Senior (4 long-wool fleeces): Jeremy 
Goodger, Masterton, 202.2 1; Ngaira Puha, Kimbolton, 209.2 2; Tyler Hira, 
Onewhero, 269.5 3; Nova Kumeroa-Elers, Mataura, 325.2 4.
Rural Women NZ Golden Shears Junior (4 long-wool fleeces): Sunnii 
Te Whare, Ohai, 159.1 1; Krome Elers, Mataura, 230.1 2; Shyla Karaitiana, 
Masterton, 263.2 3; Lucas Broughton, Whanganui, 344.98 4.
Paewai Mullins Golden Shears Novice (2 long-wool fleeces): Adam 
Gordon, Masterton, 132.2 1; Sylvia Dickson, Eketahuna, 144.7 2; Elma 
Baker, Featherston, 162.16 3; Eleri Bradley, Woodville, 176 3 4.
Wool Pressing:
Farmlands & Woolpacks NZ Men’s Singles: Vinnie Goodger, Masterton, 
40.55 1; Ricci Stevens, Napier, 52.354 2.
Farmlands & Woolpacks NZ Women’s Singles: Fiona Healey, Masterton, 
79.6 1; Christine Wolland, Pahiatua, 103.1 2.
Farmlands & Woolpacks NZ Pairs: Jeremy Goodger and Vinnie 
Goodger, 36.15 1; Adam Gordon and Joseph Gordon, Masterton, 92.05 2.
Farmlands & Woolpacks NZ Novice: Ray King, Piopio, 72.4 1; Cody 
Short, Masterton, 90.15 2.
Triathlon (shearing, woolhandling, Woolpressing): Vinnie Goodger, 
128.048 1; Jeremy Goodger, 146.244 2; Jimmy Samuels, Marton, 176.451 
3; Ricci Stevens, 195.148 4.
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BARROWCLIFFE 
SHEARING

Fancy work in the King Country, 
Nov-Feb and May-July periods? 
Have you got:
• Good work ethic?
• Positive attitude?
• Respect for fellow employees 

and clients?
• Ability to have fun?

Training available.
Call Mark on 0275 544 433

Member NZSCA and ShearNZ

Learning from the Experts
Main photo: Dean Te Huia delivering training to 
the Waipaoa Farm Cadet Training Trust trainees at 
Moonlight Woolshed, Whatatutu. 
Senior cadets Ollie Holst and Owen Pengelly are 
with Dean on the board while, from top left, Hamish 

MacKenzie, Jack Hirst and Jack du Toit enjoy showing 
their workmanship after putting newly-acquired skills 
into practice. 
Ten Waipaoa cadets plus one other from Gowerville 
near Gisborne gave up their mid-February weekend 
to attend a total four days of training with Dean, Bill 
Hale and Trudi Landreth (woolhandling). 

The Waipaoa Station Farm Cadet Training Trust is a registered charitable trust 
and was set up in 2007 by local industry leaders to fund, develop and run a land-
based agricultural training programme. The training is based at Waipaoa Station 
(Gisborne) on one of the East Coast’s established hill country properties. With 
1760 hectares of effective land sustaining 16,000 stock units, Waipaoa Station is 
ideally sized to provide an excellent base for agricultural training and a real-life 
learning environment for young farmers.

World Championships Programme
Le Dorat, France, 1-7 July 2019

Monday 1 July: Speed Shearing, Limoges.
Tuesday 2 July: Training sessions; organised 
visits to farms; Judges briefing meetings; 
Forum meetings for competitors.
Wednesday 3 July: Meeting World Council 
(delegates); organised visits.
Thursday 4 July: Half-day organised 
visits; heats: All Nations competition junior, 
intermediate, women, blades; Semi-finals: 
All Nations Junior, intermediate, women; 
Heats: All Nations – woolhandling; senior, 
open; Finals: All Nations junior, intermediate, 
women; Test match: France v Wales; medal 
ceremony, inauguration, opening ceremony; 
Local Producer’s market and open barbecue.
Friday 5 July: Heats: All Nations senior, 
open; Semi-finals – All Nations senior; 
Semi-finals – French Championship;open; 
Round One: World Championship – machine 
shearing; Finals: French championship; blades, 
woolhandling, senior, open; Evening: medal 
ceremony, live music and restaurant on site; 
gala meal for delegations and officials.
Saturday 6 July: Round One World 
Championship blades, woolhandling; Round 
Two: World Championship machine shearing; 
Semi-finals: All Nations woolhandling (senior, 
open), blades, open; Finals: All Nations 
woolhandling (senior, open); Contest: France – 
Spain; Finals: All Nations Forces, senior, open.
Sunday 7 July:  Round Two World 
Championship blades, woolhandling; Round 
Three: World Championship machine shearing; 
Semi-finals: World Championship blades, 
woolhandling, machine shearing; Finals: World 
Championship Team competitions blades, 
woolhandling, machine shearing; Finals: 
World Championship blades, woolhandling, 
machine shearing; medal ceremony and 
closing ceremony.
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Where be the years and people?

We require staff for our busy summer mainshear from 
December through ‘til April and for our pre-lamb June 

through ‘til August. Good work ethics and attitude towards 
our clients and fellow staff are essential. 

Travel and meals provided.

All enquiries welcomed to 
office@mcconachieshearing.co.nz

Curly 0274 336 477 or Jamie 027 336 4007

Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
Member ShearNZ

By Des Williams
You can blame Lee Cheyne for this piece of nostalgia. (Go 

on, even if you don’t know him, blame him anyway. I’m go-
ing to!) Back in the 1992/93 season, this writer introduced a 
system of national rankings for shearing sports competitors. 
The reason for that was quite simple. Various competitors 
were described as ‘top-ranked’ but the description could have 
covered several contenders. We needed a system whereby 
we could ‘tell the media’ just who was the gun, the ringer, 
the big wheel, the best.

David Fagan was certainly dominant enough back then but 
others such as Colin King, Alan MacDonald and Edsel Forde 
were winning with a frequency to make them worthy of the 
same description. (And in case you are already wondering, 
woolhandling was still a year or two away from having the 
same problem because Aroha Garvin and Joanne Kumeroa 
(RIP) simply ruled that roost between them!)

So, long story shortened, Shearing Sports NZ adopted a 
system for ranking competitions into top, middle and lower 
categories, and that enabled a system for allocating points 
to finalists according to the ranking of the competition, and 
to their finishing order in finals. The winner of a major show 
earned 12 points, runner-up got 11 and so on down to sixth, 
who gained seven points. 

At the end of the season, the competitor with the most 
points gained ‘top-ranking’. At least some of this should 
sound familiar today, for the system still operates like that, 
with (maybe) some minor modifications over the years. 
And Shearing Sports had to raise its game in finding and 
recording results of every competition in order to make the 
system work correctly. Previously, results were forwarded 
to the New Zealand Wool Board office, sometimes weeks or 
months after the event. And sometimes never. 

Now, back to Lee Cheyne. These days, he’s a farmer at 
Ohinewai with several hundred acres to look after. Back in 
the day he was an intermediate grade shearer (owned about 
50 acres) who enjoyed competing around the Waikato and 
Bay of Plenty, and he even travelled way beyond his home 
territory, up to Warkworth and the Northern Shears, where 
he finished second in the intermediate final to Wal Wallace 
of Dannevirke. Closer to home, Lee won the big ribbons at 
Red Fox, Kopu, Tauranga and Morrinsville.

Unfortunately, those efforts could only provide enough 
points (35) for Lee to attain 16th ranking in 1992/93, well 
short of ‘leading intermediates’ Antony Bryant, Wallace and 
Jack Pue, who each made more than a dozen finals and gained 
80+ points for their efforts.

So, when Lee Cheyne turned up at the Agrodome Shears 
at Ngongotaha in January 2019 after years in the wilderness 
and shore in the senior division, he prompted in the mind 
of this writer, a sort of ‘where have you been all this time’ 
notion and, equally a ‘where are they now’ sort of question 
for all those other regular competitors on the shearing sports 
circuit all those years ago.

Herewith we list the top 10 rankings in each of the divisions 
for 1992/93. Sadly, we note some names that have passed 
to the great beyond, and many others have probably just 
‘dropped off the radar’ for their own good reasons. 

(To page 37)

Ohinewai farmer Lee Cheyne making a return to the shearing 
sports stage at Agrodome Shears. And being judged by 
Richard Waddell, who was in junior ranks in 1992/93.
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If your name is on one of these lists and you are still out 
there somewhere away from shearing, woolhandling or the 
industry, how about letting us know what you are up to. (You 
are excused, Lee Cheyne, we know where you are!)

Open Shearers: David Fagan 1; Colin King 2; Alan 
MacDonald 3; Edsel Forde 4; Paul Avery 5; Joe Clarke 6; Paul 
Grainger 7; Dig Balme 8; Darin Forde 9; Mike Barnett 10.

Senior shearers: Colin Thirkell 1; David Hunt 2; Lane 
McSkimming 3; Mark Barrowcliffe 4; Chris Millar 5; John 
Arnold 6; Neil Reid 7; Alan Small 8; Neville Osborne 9; Mike 
Maguire 10.

Intermediate shearers: Antony Bryant 1; Wal Wallace 2; Jack 
Pue 3; Robert McLaren 4; Riki Pirika 5; Nathan Stratford 6; 
Colin O’Neill 7; Andrew Schedewy 8; John Kirkpatrick 9; 
Steven Maloney 10.

Junior shearers: Todd Percival 1; Richard Tyree 2; Tuma 
Mullins 3; Justin Meikle 4; Adell Greenhalgh 5; Darren 
Oxenham 6; Richard Waddell 7; Nathan Iremonger 8; Jason 
Cossey 9; Reece Wilkinson 10.

Open woolhandlers: Aroha Garvin 1; Joanne Kumeroa 2; 
Raelene Howes 3; Vanessa Te Whata 4; Patrick Shelford 5; 
Sharon Lawton 6; Tina Rimene 7; Oti Mason 8; Gina Nathan 
9; Ailsa Fleming 10.

Junior woolhandlers: Craig Rawiri 1; Connie Shandley 2; 
Dionne Tai 3; Tracey Paterson 4; Greta Henare 5; Camille 
Ainsley 6; Anna Haig 7; Robert Karehana 8; Rebecca Hawkins 
9, Lilian O’Keefe 10.

These two innocent faces were both ‘top-ranked’ woolhandlers 
in 1992/93. Ailsa Fleming (left) and Greta Henare.

NZ Shearing Contractors Association Inc

New members welcome. Join now!

Keep abreast with the new rates and changes in legislation.
National President: Mark Barrowcliffe Tel 0275 544 433. Email: mjbarrow@xtra.co.nz

National Secretary: Cheryl Christie, PO Box 116, Waipukurau 4242.Tel 027 263 7634: Fax 06 326 8041
E-mail contactus@nzshearing.co.nz

And where has Mike Hamilton (pictured above) been for the 
past 20 years, then? The last time Mike appeared in Shearing 
magazine was March 1998 and he was doing a few shows on a 
‘mini-comeback’ after watching his brother Darren competing 
at Tauranga Shears a few weeks earlier. 

When he showed up at Golden Shears in March 2019 it was, 
Mike said, to bring his 81-year-old uncle, Charley Old, who 
had always wanted to attend the Shears but hadn’t been able 
to manage it before. Then, after breathing in some Stadium 
atmosphere, Mike admitted interest in returning next year for 
the 60th anniversary celebrations and perhaps having a shear.

Mike shore for 10 years in Australia and New Zealand 
during the late 1970s - late 1980s - shearing with Colin 
Quinn at Putaruru before taking over his run. He also shore 
a ‘shed tally’ of 804 on lambs at Matawhai in 1987. On the 
competition scene 1989 was a good year in which he’d been 
a finalist at the National Lamb Shear, Raglan; next in to the 
New Zealand championships final and next in to the semis at 
Golden Shears. He was then forced to quit shearing because 
of problems with his hearing.

Now resident on the outskirts of Hamilton City, Mike owns 
a few acres, rears a few calves and mows a few lawns. Back 
in time he was owner of Mitre 10 store franchises at Putaruru, 
Katikati and Tokoroa.
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Peter Lyon Shearing Reunion

Shearing magazine is guessing there 
would have been many great stories 
recalled, retold and embellished during 
the The Peter Lyon Shearing Reunion 
weekend at Alexandra last month 
(March 2019). A delve through our 
photo archives turned up a few images 
from the past. Centre is a Lyon gang 
at Earnscleugh in 1991(published 
November that year). Back left: 
Glenn Forde, Joe Clarke, Carlene 
Passau, Dean Cannell, Tina O’Neill, 
(unidentified) and Colin Quinn. Front 
left: Richard Leckie, Sharni Hokianga, 
Bex Emmott, Darin Forde, Dion 
Morrell, (unidentified) and James Land. 
From its impromptu start as a ‘good 
idea’, the weekend blossomed into a 
major celebration of Peter and Elsie’s 
30-plus years in business. Perfect! 
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Heiniger New Zealand   |   heiniger.co.nz   |   (03) 349 8282

Evo Shearing Plant
Put safety first with the world’s no.1 selling shearing 
plant, demanded by shearers, contractors and farmers. 
Winner of multiple WorkSafe awards, the Evo’s electronic 
safety switch helps prevent handpiece lock-ups and the 
isolated downtube reduces the risk of electric shocks to 
keep you and your workers safe.

TPW Xpress Woolpress
Eliminate risk in the shed with the no.1 selling woolpress in 
the world. The TPW Xpress is fully compliant with rigorous 

WorkSafe safety standards and features the fastest locking 
system on the market to press more wool into fewer bales. 

Tick all the boxes when it comes to shearing shed safety, 
reliability and performance with the TPW Xpress.

PIONEERS OF SHEARING SHED

SAFETY AND 
RELIABILITY
LESS TO STRESS ABOUT IN THE SHED

Visit A Heiniger Stockist
Call (03) 349 8282
@HeinigerShearingAusNZ
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Developed by world champions for professional 
shearers, the extensive new Lister comb range features 
both run-in and full thickness combs to suit every need.

With a slender tooth profile, each new comb enhances 
shearing speed and includes a refined heel shape to 
provide a wider setting for cutter throw.

NEW LISTER COMB RANGE

BY APPOINTMENT
TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

MANUFACTURERS OF
ANIMAL CARE PRODUCTS

LISTER SHEARING EQUIPMENT LTD.
STONEHOUSE, GLOUCESTERSHIRE

L I S T E R  P R
O

 S
HEARING

E ST. 1 9 0 9

WITH OVER 100 YEARS 
OF HERITAGE AND EXPERIENCE,

 LISTER DEVELOPS HIGH-PERFORMING
 CLIPPING AND SHEARING PRODUCTS

 SO YOU CAN PURSUE YOUR 
PASSION WITH PRIDE.

Developed for the professional shearer, the Skorpion’s 
contoured body has been expertly moulded to deliver 
true precision cutting and effortless results. Perfectly 
weighted, the Skorpion provides cool running and 
comfort over long periods of time.

>  TRIPLE BEARING TECHNOLOGY FOR A SMOOTH, 
PROFESSIONAL CUT

> PRECISION CONTROL

> COOL RUNNING

lister-shearing.com | acto.co.nz

IN ASSOCIATION WITH ACTO AGRICULTURE NZ LTD

ELITE  
AND FULL  

THICKNESS 
COMBS 

AVAILABLE

LONG BEVEL MEDIUM BEVEL

SHORT BEVEL


